CHAPTER 6
Shades of Meaning:
Contemporary Physical and Social Parameters of Raza and Matiz Racial
Terms in the Dominican Republic24
To understand the contemporary physical and social parameters of raza and matiz racial
terms, this chapter analyzes survey data from participants located in Santiago, Santo
Domingo, and Dajabón, Dominican Republic and comprises four sections. The first section
analyzes contemporary racial categories as reported in participant self-identifications and
explores the underlying racial paradigms that emerge from these categories. The second
section analyzes contemporary skin color categories and contrasts participant selfdescriptions with official cédula classifications. The third section explores how participants
visualize the physical meaning of matiz racial terms by examining the results from two
photo description tasks. The final section analyzes how racial terms interact with social
characteristics for one photo description task.
A. Contemporary Racial Categories: Self-Identification
This first section examines contemporary racial categories in terms of racial paradigms
and the regional reality of race.
1. Racial Paradigms
After centuries of meaning making in the Dominican Republic, the word raza (≈‘race’)
can be interpreted in a number of ways. The present study engages contemporary notions of
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race by examining self-descriptions of raza given by participants at three research sites in
the Dominican Republic: Santiago, Santo Domingo, and Dajabón. A diverse sample of 332
adult participants was recruited to participate in the study. All participants completed a
biographical information questionnaire that prompted them to describe their raza. To avoid
limiting participant responses, no options were given, and participants thus described raza
according to their particular understanding of the notion. Of the 332 participants, 20.78
percent gave no response for raza. The categories that emerge from the remaining responses
(summarized in Table 56) are instructive on the contemporary understanding of raza in the
Dominican Republic.
Table 56. Raza (Participant Self Description)
Raza
(Participant Self-description, n=263)
1
13.
Humilde

1.

Afro/Dominicana

2.
3.

Blanco/a
Caribeña

16
1

14.
15.

Indio/a
Latino/a

39
10

4.
5.

Dominicano/a
Dominicano/a
(“Toda clase de liga,” “Indio/a,”
“Mestizo”)
Dominicano y Haitiano

85
4

16.
17.

Mestizo/a
Meturao

28
1

1

18.

Mixta (Blanca y Negra)

1

1

19.

Moreno

8

8.

Dominicano Ascendencia
Haitiana
Haitiana

1

20.

Mujer (Femenina)

10

9.
10.
11.
12.

Híbrida
Hispana
Hombre (Dominicano)
Humana

3
3
8
1

21.
22.
23.
24.

Mulato
Negro/a (Claro)
Neutral
Trigueña

25
12
1
2
263

6.
7.

1

Total:

!

The 263 responses for raza yield 24 unique categories: afro/dominicana, blanco/a,
caribeña, dominicano/a, dominicano (+modifier), dominicano y haitiano, dominicano
ascendencia haitiana, hatiana, híbrida, hispana, hombre, humana, humilde, indio/a,
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latino/a, mestizo/a, meturao, mixta, moreno, mujer, mulato/a, negro/a, neutral, trigueña. An
association rules analysis of these categories reveals that the use of different racial terms is
not attributable to differing education levels. Table 57 contains nine 1-to-1 rules that derive
from the relationship between the variables RACE and EDUCATION_LEVEL. While Rule
1 predicts that participants that describe themselves as moreno will report an education level
of medio (high school), Rules 2 through 9 predict that participants that describe their race as
latino, mujer, negro, blanco, mulato, mestizo, indio, and dominicano will report an
education level of universidad. That is to say, a participant’s decision to describe himself as
indio or mulato is not purely a question of level of education.
Table 57. Association Rules: RACE, EDUCATION_LEVEL
1

If
{RACE=MORENO}

2

{RACE=LATINO}

3

{RACE=MUJER}

4

{RACE=NEGRO}

5

{RACE=BLANCO}

6

{RACE=MULATO}

7

{RACE=MESTIZO}

8

{RACE=INDIO}

9

{RACE=
DOMINICANO}

Then
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
MEDIO}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}
{EDUCATION_.LEVEL=
UNIVERSIDAD}

Support Confidence
0.015
0.625

Lift
3.294

0.027

0.900

1.358

0.024

0.800

1.207

0.021

0.583

0.880

0.039

0.813

1.226

0.060

0.800

1.207

0.045

0.536

0.808

0.078

0.667

1.006

0.136

0.529

0.799

When viewed as a whole, the 24 descriptors given for raza may be understood in terms
of ten subcategories or paradigms: (1) Sex; (2) Traditional Western Racial Paradigm; (3)
Nationality; (4) Ethnically-linked Nationality; (5) Ethno-linguistic Descriptors (6) Mixture
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in Latin America; (7) Regional Identity; (8) Skin Color; (9) Other; and (10) Multi-referent
(Table 58).
Table 58. Racial Paradigms that Emerge from Participant Self-Description
Racial Paradigms
Sex
6.84%

Traditional Western
Racial Paradigm
20.15%

Nationality
34.98%

Ethnically-linked
Nationality
0.38%

Ethno-linguistic
Descriptors
4.94%

Hombre
Mujer
Femenina

Blanco
Negro
Mulato / Mixta

Dominicano
Dominicano y Haitiano
DominicanoHacendencia Ahitiana
Haitiana

Afro/Dominicana

Hispana
Latino-americano
Latina

Mixture in Latin
America
11.79%

Regional Identity
0.38%

Skin Color
3.42%

Other
2.28%

Multi-referent
14.83%

Mestizo
Hibrida

Caribeña

Moreno/a
Negro claro

Neutral
Humana
Humilde
Meturao
Trigueña

Indio/a

!

Contemporary notions of raza in the Dominican Republic primarily engage three
paradigms: Nationality, Traditional Western Racial Paradigm, and Multi-referent. The
highest percentage of responses—more than a third—falls within the Nationality paradigm.
This is consistent with academic literature that has described the fusion of Dominican racial
and national identities. The next highest percentage of responses corresponds to the
Traditional Western Racial Paradigm—whiteness, blackness, and the mixture of the two.
The third highest percentage corresponds to the descriptor indio, which can refer to multiple
dimensions of identity—race, nationality, ethnicity, and skin color. That raza can be
conceptualized and divided in these many different ways reveals the complexity of
Dominican racial identity. Researchers must be cognizant of which paradigm they invoke,
as well as the accompanying conceptual implications.
To put these ten subcategories of raza into the context of the broader literature, it is
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useful to engage the racial schemas proposed by Roth (2012): (1) continuum racial schema,
(2) nationality racial schemas, and (3) U.S. racial schemas. The descriptors comprising the
Traditional Western Racial Paradigm engage Roth’s U.S. racial schema. A broader framing
(Western vs. U.S.) is employed here because, while the terms blanco, negro, mulato, etc.
may invoke notions of black, white and Mulatto in the U.S. racial system, the terms were
imposed by the Spanish imperial system and reflect the dominant racial paradigm in the
broader West from the 16th through the 20th centuries. Moreover, the usage of the terms
blanco and negro in the Dominican Republic does not directly correlate to the usage of the
terms white and black in the United States.
Descriptors in the other subcategories of raza engage Roth’s remaining schemas.
Descriptors comprising the categories Nationality, Ethnically-linked Nationality, and Ethnolinguistic descriptors fall under Roth’s nationality racial schemas. For the present analysis,
these categories are separated to highlight nuances. Terms from the categories Skin Color,
Multi-referent, and Other, fall under the Continuum racial schema. The ten categories
employed in this study engage Roth’s racial schemas, converging in key ways, and both
models are helpful for organizing and understanding the various categories and paradigms
underlying racial terms in the Dominican Republic.
That the notion of raza can be conceptualized and divided in these many different ways
reveals the complexity of the notion and informs the challenge of describing Dominican
racial identity. Researchers must be cognizant of which paradigm they invoke, as well as the
accompanying conceptual implications.
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2. Regional Reality of Race
The three research sites for this study represent three distinct regions in the Dominican
Republic. Santiago, located in the Cibao Valley in the northern region of the country, has
the reputation for a fairer skinned population, with more markedly European features (See
e.g., Balaguer, 2002; Lizardo, 1979). Santo Domingo is the westernmost city of the eastern
region of the country. Adjacent to Santo Domingo are the cities of Villa Mella and San
Pedro de Macorís, which have the reputation for a darker skinned, more markedly Afrodescended population (Lizardo, 1979; Mayes, 2014).25 Finally, Dajabón is located in the
northwestern region of the country, on the Río Masacre at the Dominican-Haitian border.
Because the three research sites are popularly associated with diverse physical profiles, it is
instructive to examine how regional demographics intersect with racial classification.
Santiago
Among participants in Santiago (n=106), the most frequent categories of raza are
dominicano/a, indio/a, mestizo/a, and blanco/a. As in the overall results, participants most
frequently describe themselves as dominicano/a (33.02 percent), and Nationality is the
dominant racial paradigm. Participants in Santiago also frequently describe themselves as
indio/a (16.98 percent) and mestizo/a (16.04 percent). This result is consistent with the
overall results. To this point, participants in Santiago describe themselves in a way that is
consistent with the overall results: dominicano/a, indio/a, mestizo/a – all terms that index a
mixed space of Dominican identity. The results begin to diverge with the fourth most
25

The demographics of this region are attributed to the historical importance of the
sugar cane industry, as a result of which a concentration of laborers of African descent
(Dominicans, Haitians, laborers from British West Indies) settled in the area.
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frequently used descriptor. In the overall results, this descriptor is mulato/a; in Santiago, the
fourth most frequent descriptor is blanco/a (11.32 percent).26 Table 59 contains three 1-to-1
rules that derive from the relationship between the variables RACE and LOC (location).
These rules predict that participants that describe their race as latino, blanco, or mestizo will
be from Santiago.
Table 59. Association Rules: RACE, LOC (Santiago)
1
2
3

If
{RACE=LATINO}
{RACE=BLANCO}
{RACE=MESTIZO}

Then
{LOC=STI}
{LOC=STI}
{LOC=STI}

Support
0.024
0.036
0.054

Confidence
0.800
0.750
0.643

Lift
1.844
1.729
1.482

Santo Domingo
In Santo Domingo (n=127), the majority of responses for raza fall into four categories:
dominicano/a, indio/a, mulato/a, and negro/a. As in Santiago, participants in Santo
Domingo most frequently describe their race as dominicano/a (28.35 percent), and
Nationality is the corresponding racial paradigm. The second most frequent response for
participants in Santo Domingo, indio/a (14.96 percent), is also consistent with the results
from Santiago and overall. This descriptor, again, is tied to a mixed or middle-space
identity. In contrast to the broader results, the third most frequent descriptor in Santo
Domingo is mulato/a (14.96 percent), and not mestizo/a. Likewise, the fourth most frequent
descriptor is negro/a (7.87 percent), and not blanco/a as in Santiago. Table 60 contains four
1-to-1 rules that derive from the relationship between the variables RACE and LOC
(location). These rules predict that participants that describe their race as moreno, mujer,

26

Blanco, as used here, does not necessarily imply “Spaniard” as in the colonial period.
Nor does it directly correspond to whiteness in other countries. Rather, the contemporary
conception of blanco in the Dominican Republic accommodates a broader range of physical
profiles. See e.g., Wheeler (2014).
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negro, or mulato will be from Santo Domingo.
Table 60. Association Rules: RACE, LOC (Santo Domingo)
1
2
3
4

If
{RACE=MORENO}
{RACE=MUJER}
{RACE=NEGRO}
{RACE=MULATO}

Then
{LOC=SDQ}
{LOC=SDQ}
{LOC=SDQ}
{LOC=SDQ}

Support
0.024
0.021
0.030
0.057

Confidence
1.000
0.700
0.833
0.760

Lift
2.142
1.499
1.785
1.628

For both cities, the most frequently used descriptors are consistent. Dominicano/a
reaffirms a contemporary understanding of race as nationality, and indio/a indexes the
multi-referent middle space. Although the third most frequent descriptors vary between
sites—mestizo/a in Santiago, and mulato/a in Santo Domingo—both descriptors also
reference a middle space of racial identity. The fourth most frequent descriptors at each
site—blanco/a in Santiago, and negro/a in Santo Domingo—reveal a pattern that reflects
popular knowledge of regional racial demographics. The results from Santiago (mestizo/a,
blanco/a) track the reputation of the Cibao Valley as a region with a fairer-skinned
population. Likewise, the results from Santo Domingo confirm the city’s regional reputation
for a darker skinned, more markedly Afro-descended population. Thus, these results may be
understood as confirmation of popular knowledge regarding the intersection of race and
region.
Dajabón
Among participants in Dajabón (n=30), the most frequent categories of raza are
dominicano/a, mulato/a, indio/a, and mestiza. While the sample in Dajabón is smaller than
the samples in the other research sites, the results track those of the previous sites.
Consistent with the overall results, and the other regional results, participants in Dajabón
most frequently describe their raza as dominicano/a, and the dominant racial paradigm is
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Nationality. The second most frequent descriptor in Dajabón is mulato/a, instead of indio/a
as in the other sites. Indio/a is tied for third most frequent descriptor with mestiza. The
categories participants most frequently use to describe themselves in Dajabón track those
that appear most frequently in the overall results: dominicano/a, indio/a, mestizo/a,
mulato/a. The results from Dajabón differ from those in Santiago and Santo Domingo in
that non-middle space identifiers (e.g., blanco, negro) do not appear among the most
frequent categories. Table 61 contains one 1-to-1 rule that derives from the relationship
between the variables RACE and LOC (location). This rule predicts that participants from
Dajabón will describe their race as dominicano.
Table 61. Association Rules: RACE, LOC (Dajabón)
1

If
{LOC=DAJ}

Then
{RACE=DOMINICANO}

Support
0.051

Confidence
0.515

Lift
2.012

The examination of the regional reality of race adds at least three considerations to the
analysis. First, the examination confirms that, across sites, the prevailing understanding of
raza conforms to the Nationality paradigm that has frequently appeared in the literature on
Dominican racial identity. This confirmation, however, is only a first step. Second, the
popularity of the term indio/a as a racial descriptor, when viewed in conjunction with its
frequent use as a skin color descriptor (e.g., cédula), reveals the multi-referential nature of
the term, exposing the complexity of its meaning and the importance of understanding its
nuance. Third, the difference in the usage of descriptors indexing whiteness and mestizo
identity in Santiago and those indexing blackness and mulato identity in Santo Domingo
reveals differences in racial demographics that vary by region. This is to say, Dominican
racial identity is not a monolith, and informed analyses must acknowledge and engage
regional differences.
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B. Contemporary Skin Color Categories: Cédula and Self-Identification
A complement to the understanding of racial categories in the Dominican Republic is
the notion of racialized skin color (or matiz racial). Whereas the concept of raza comprises
various understandings of identity, skin color does the day-to-day work of ideological and
pragmatic description. Skin color appears on the cédula, is used to brand products, is
referenced in popular music and pick-up lines, used in nicknames, and more. Understanding
the linguistic wealth of the system of skin color classification helps to further explain
Dominican notions of race. This section analyzes contemporary skin color categories and
contrasts participant self-descriptions with official cédula classifications.
The same sample of participants in Santiago, Santo Domingo, and Dajabón was asked
(1) to give a self-description of their skin color, and (2) to give the official description of
their skin color as it appears on their cédula (n=332). No options were given, so as not to
influence the answers of the participants. Following is a discussion of skin color categories
as used in participant self-description and in official cédula classifications.
The descriptors found on the cédula have reflected official conceptions of skin color at
different points in Dominican history. The category piel, however, has long carried a notion
of race. Participants report six skin color categories that appear on their cédulas: blanco,
indio, mulato, mestizo, moreno, and negro. These data are summarized in Table 62.
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Table 62. Skin Color Categories Appearing on Participant Cédulas
Color de piel:
Cédula
B (blanco/a, blanco
opaco, crema)
I (indio/a, indio/a
claro/a)
M (mestizo/a,
moreno/a, mulato/a)
N (negro/a)
OTHER
Unclassified

Santiago

Dajabón

Overall

23 (15.9%)

Santo
Domingo
10 (6.5%)

4 (12.1%)

37 (11.1%)

78 (54.2%)

82 (52.9%)

18 (54.5%)

178 (53.6%)

22 (15.3%)

32 (20.7%)

2 (6.1%)

56 (16.9%)

0
0
21 (14.6%)
144

5 (3.2%)
1 (0.6%)
25 (16.1%)
155

0
0
9 (27.3%)
33

5 (1.5%)
1 (0.3%)
55 (16.6%)
332

Several patterns emerge from the cédula data. First, the most frequent skin color
descriptor across sites is indio/a—54.2 percent in Santiago, 52.9 percent in Santo Domingo,
and 54.5 percent in Dajabón. For more than 50 years, the cédula has disseminated a Statesponsored discourse on skin color, and the proliferation of indio/a as a skin color category
has been attributed to its position on the cédula. The use of indio/a as an official skin color
descriptor is much more frequent than its use as a racial descriptor—53.6 percent (skin color
– cédula) vs. 14.83 percent (raza from section A). That is to say, participants who selfidentify using racial categories other than indio have been described as having the skin tone
indio/a. This usage of Indio/a as a skin color descriptor—even when not a racial
descriptor—is uniquely Dominican and has been the subject of much analysis and criticism.
After more than 50 years of using indio/a to describe skin color, the Dominican government
officially eliminated the category in 2011. However, cédulas were not recalled, and over
half of survey participants still had “I” for “indio/a” in the cédula skin color category.
Second, there is some regional variation in the frequency and distribution of skin color
descriptors. For example, the descriptor blanco/a appears more frequently in Santiago than
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in Santo Domingo and Dajabón; and negro appears in Santo Domingo only. It will be
interesting to see how categories are restructured in the future to account for the removal of
indio/a.
When participants are asked to give a self-description of skin color, a variety of patterns
emerge that contrast the official description of the cédula. First, when participants describe
their own skin color, they use categories that do not appear on the cédula (e.g., trigueño/a,
amarillo/a, canela, rubia). Second, when participants describe their own skin color, they use
the term indio less frequently. Whereas the cédula classifies 53.6 percent of participants as
indio, only 37.1 percent of participants describe their skin color as indio. Third, there are
distributional differences across sites. For example, blanco/a appears more frequently as a
self-description (20.8%) than as a cédula description in Santiago (15.9%); negro/a appears
more frequently as a self-description (9.7%) than as a cédula description (3.2%) in Santo
Domingo; and indio appears more frequently as a self-description (60.6%) than as a cédula
description in Dajabón.
Table 63. Skin Color Categories (Participant Self-Description)
Color de piel:
Self Description
amarillo/a
blanco/a (blanquita,
blanca bronceada)
bronceado oscuro
(color) canela
claro/a
(un poco clara)
color caramelo
entre blanca e india
india (morenita lavaíta)
indio/a
(indiesito, indio canelo)

Santiago

Dajabón

Overall

3 (2.1%)
30 (20.8%)

Santo
Domingo
5 (3.2%)
7 (4.5%)

0
4 (12.1%)

8 (2.4%)
41 (12.4%)

0
2 (1.4%)
1 (0.7%)

1 (0.6%)
3 (1.9%)
4 (2.6%)

0
0
0

1 (0.3%)
5 (1.5%)
5 (1.5%)

1 (0.7%)
1 (0.7%)
0
53 (36.8%)

0
0
1 (0.7%)
50 (32.3%)

0
0
0
20 (60.6%)

1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
123 (37.1%)
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Color de piel:
Self Description
indio claro
indio oscuro
(indiecito oscuro)
M
mestizo/a
moreno/a (moreno/a
claro/a, morenito/a)
mulato/a
negro/a
oscuro/a
rubia
trigueño/a
Unclassified

Santiago

Dajabón

Overall

7 (4.9%)
0

Santo
Domingo
7 (4.5%)
2 (1.3%)

1 (3.0%)
0

15 (4.5%)
2 (0.6%)

0
9 (6.3%)
11 (7.6%)

5 (3.2%)
3 (1.9%)
32 (20.7%)

0
0
5 (15.2%)

5 (1.5%)
12 (3.6%)
48 (14.5%)

11 (7.6%)
1 (0.7%)
0
0
3 (2.1%)
11 (7.6%)
144

5 (3.2%)
15 (9.7%)
2 (1.3%)
2 (1.3%)
1 (0.7%)
10 (6.4%)
155

1 (3.0%)
0
0
0
1 (3.0%)
1 (3.0%)
33

17 (5.1%)
16 (4.8%)
2 (0.6%)
2 (0.6%)
5 (1.5%)
22 (6.6%)
332

In Santiago, the most frequent skin color self-descriptions are indio/a (36.8 percent) and
blanco/a (20.8 percent). In Santo Domingo, the most frequent skin color self-descriptions
are indio/a (32.3 percent) and moreno/a (20.7 percent). In Dajabón, the most frequent skin
color description is indio/a (60.6 perent). The State’s decision to eliminate indio/a as a skin
color category on the cédula will have implications for the 30 to 40 percent of the
population that self describes as indio/a. It remains to be seen how individuals that presently
use this skin color category will engage and/or reject the government’s official elimination
of the category.
The following discussion analyzes the extent to which self descriptions and official
descriptions coincide. For the present analysis, only the responses from participants that
provided both a self-description and the cédula description are considered—119 participants
in Santiago, 125 participants in Santo Domingo, and 24 participants in Dajabón (n=268).
Across sites, a participant’s self-description and official description are consistent in 68.28
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percent of cases. Table 64 below shows where official categories and individual categories
differ.
Table 64. Skin Color Categories (Self Description vs. Cédula)

mestizo / mulato /
moreno

indio

blanco

Cédula

negro

Self-Description

Santiago

amarillo/a
claro
indio/a
morenito
mulato
mestizo
amarillo/a
blanco/a
bronceado
oscuro
canela
clara
color caramelo
mestizo
moreno
(morenito/a)
morena clara
mulato
negro/a
oscuro
rubia
trigueño/a
amarilla
blanca
canela
claro
(un poco clara)
entre blanca e
india
indio/a
negro/a
moreno/a

2
1
0
0
1
1
0
5
0

Total

Santo
Dajabón
Domingo
2
0
0
0
2
2
12
(14.12%)
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
1
0

2
0
1
1
3

1
1
0
2
13

0
0
0
0
3

1
5
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
4
1
2
0
0
0
1
2

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1

0

0

4
0
0

4
2
2

1
0
0

32

45

8

54
(63.53%)

17 (20%)

2
(2.35%)
85

Of the 85 participants for whom self-description and cédula description differ, 63.53
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percent of responses differ when the cédula description is indio; 20 percent differ when the
cédula description is mestizo, mulato, or moreno; 14.12 percent differ when the cédula
description is blanco; and 2.35 percent differ when the cédula description is negro.
Participants that the cédula classifies as indio describe themselves using terms ranging from
blanco to negro; participants that the cédula classifies as mestizo, mulato, or moreno also
describe themselves using a variety of terms ranging from blanco to negro; participants that
the cédula classifies as blanco describe themselves using terms ranging from amarillo to
mulato; and participants that the cédula describes as negro describe themselves as moreno.
Here, individuals and the State are in dialogue about the boundaries and application of these
specific skin color categories.
With this overview of the terms that participants are using to describe their raza and skin
color, the analysis turns to physical and social meaning embedded in the study’s focal terms.
C. Contemporary Visualization of Matiz Racial
This section explores how participants visualize the physical meaning of matiz racial
terms and comprises three sections. The first section analyzes the factors that shape physical
meaning for the matiz racial categories overall. The second section explores the physical
boundaries of specific terms using the results from Survey 1; and the third section explores
the physical boundaries of the study’s focal terms using the results from Survey 2.
1. Matiz Racial Overall
This section analyzes the factors that shape the physical meaning for matiz racial terms
overall and comprises a discussion of characteristics internal to the image being described
and characteristics external to the image being described.
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a. Characteristics of the Image
As discussed in Chapter 5, individuals may take several different types of features into
account when deciding the parameters of a given racial category: skin color, hair color and
texture, features of the face, and features of the body. An initial exploration of the traits of
hair texture and facial features with a small focus group in Santiago revealed that
participants did not come to consensus regarding these features for any particular image.
Moreover, because the images used in the study only show the model’s face and not the
body, participants are not able to evaluate the body type of the person in each photo. This
section, thus, examines characteristics that may be objectively measured: skin color, eye
color, and hair color. In the present analysis, “color” derives from an average RGB value
extracted from each image using the photo editor GIMP. Furthermore, the present
discussion is limited to the results from Survey 1 and thus skin color, eye color, and hair
color data for the FEMALEs_1-8 and MALEs 1-8 interact with racial categories.
Skin Color
Table 65 contains six 1-to-1 rules that derive from the relationship between the variables
SkinRGB and DESCRIPTION. As discussed in Chapter 4, association rules are if-then
constructions that detect patterns across sets of categorical variables. The ‘Support’ value
for each rule represents relative frequency, and the ‘Confidence’ value represents
conditional probabilities.
Table 65. Association Rules: SkinRGB, Description
1
2
3
4

If
{DESCRIPTION=RUBIO}
{DESCRIPTION=PRIETO}
{DESCRIPTION=
PELIRROJO}
{DESCRIPTION=NEGRO}

Then
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster5}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster4}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster1}

Support
0.049
0.019
0.017

Confidence
0.779
0.752
0.750

Lift
2.076
6.018
12.00

{SkinRGB=SkinCluster4}

0.037

0.583

4.664
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5

If
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3}

6

{SkinRGB=SkinCluster6}

Then
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}

Support
0.069

Confidence
0.556

Lift
3.557

0.034

0.547

2.667

Rule 1 predicts that images described as rubio will belong to Skin Cluster 5 (mean RGB:
217-155-133). This is the rule with the highest confidence value, or highest conditional
probability (0.779). Rule 2 predicts that images described as prieto will belong to Skin
Cluster 4 (mean RGB: 176-108-88). Rule 3 predicts that images described as pelirrojo will
belong to Skin Cluster 1 (mean RGB: 203-140-90). Rule 4 predicts that images described as
negro will belong to Skin Cluster 4 (mean RGB: 176-108-88). Rule 5 predicts that images
that belong to Skin Cluster 3 will be described as moreno (mean RGB: 199-130-107).
Finally, rule 6 predicts that images belonging to Skin Cluster 6 will be described as blanco
(mean RGB: 231-195-202). The apriori algorithm additionally generates 12 rules with
multiple input variables, as in Table 66.
Table 66. Association Rules: SkinRGB, Description (Combination)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3,
HairRGB=HairCluster3}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster6,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster6,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster2,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}

{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}
{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}
{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}

0.035

0.566

3.617

0.035

0.562

3.593

0.069

0.556

3.557

0.034

0.547

3.497

0.034

0.547

2.667

0.034

0.547

2.667

0.034

0.543

2.648

0.035

0.566

3.617
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9
10
11
12

If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{SkinRGB=SkinCluster4,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster3,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster3}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster6,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster1,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}
{SkinRGB=SkinCluster2,
EyesRGB=EyesCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster2}

{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}

0.035

0.562

3.592

{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}

0.034

0.547

3.497

{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}

0.034

0.547

2.667

{DESCRIPTION=
BLANCO}

0.034

0.543

2.648

Rules 1 through 4 in this table predict that images in Skin Clusters 3 and 4 (mean: 199130-107, 176-108-88) with hair color in clusters 1 and 3 (mean: 18-20-25, 73-41-34) or an
eye color in Cluster 4 (mean: 58-40-38) will be described as moreno. These rules have
moderate confidence values from 0.547 to 0.566. Rules 5 through 7 predict that images in
Skin Clusters 6 and 2 (mean: 231-195-202, 217-169-162) with an eye color in Eye Clusters
1 and 4 (mean: 90-55-50, 58-40-38) or a hair color in Hair Cluster 1 (mean: 18-20-25) will
be described as blanco. Rules 8, 9 and 10 predict that images in Skin Clusters 3 and 4, with
an eye color in Eye Cluster 4, and a hair color in Hair Clusters 1 and 3, will be described as
moreno. Rules 11 and 12 predict that images in Skin Clusters 2 and 6, with Eye Clusters 1
and 4, and Hair Clusters 1 and 2, will be described as blanco.
These results are born out in cross-tabulation Table 67. Images in Skin Cluster 1 (6.25%
of all responses) correspond to higher than expected use of pelirrojo (75.3%), as predicted
by rule 3 in Table 65, and also jabao (17.1%) and colorao (13.6%). Images in Skin Cluster
2 (25.0% of all responses) correspond to higher than expected use of trigueño (35.1%),
blanco (34.4%), as predicted by rules 7 and 12 in Table 66, and colorao (34.4%). Images in
Skin Cluster 3 (12.5% of all responses) correspond to higher than expected use of moreno
(44.5%), as predicted by rule 5 in Table 65 and rules 1, 3, 4, 8, and 10 in Table 66, and also
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negro (32.4%). Images in Skin Cluster 4 (12.5% of all responses) correspond to higher than
expected use of prieto (75.2%), as predicted by rule 2 in Table 65, and negro (58.5%), as
predicted by rule 4 in Table 65. Images in Skin Cluster 5 (37.5% of all responses)
correspond to higher than expected use of rubio (77.9%), as predicted by rule 1 in Table 65.
Finally, images in Skin Cluster 6 (6.25% of all responses) correspond to higher than
expected use of blanco (16.6%), as predicted by rule 6 in Table 65 and rules 5, 6 and 11 in
Table 66.
Table 67. Cross-Tabulation: SkinRGB, Description

Based on these data, skin color thus appears to be a salient predictor of physical
description. This is consistent with the responses given by interview participants regarding
the determinative nature of skin color. As the terms move from dark to light, the mean R
and G values for each cluster also increase. While the mean B value for each cluster
increases, generally, there is an exception between clusters 3 and 1. Figure 29 represents the
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relationship between categories and skin color RGB values.

Cluster 4
176-108-88
prieto
negro

Cluster 3
199-130-107
moreno
negro

Cluster 1
203-140-90
pelirrojo
jabao
colorao

Cluster 5
217-155-133
rubio
jabao
indio
trigueño
mulato

Cluster 2
217-169-162
trigueño
blanco
colorao

Cluster 6
231-195-202
blanco

Figure 29: Matiz Racial Categories by Skin Color RGB

Eye Color
Table 68 contains five 1-to-1 rules that derive from the relationship between the
variables EyesRGB and DESCRIPTION.
Table 68. Association Rules: EyesRGB, Description
If
1 {DESCRIPTION=PRIETO}
2 {DESCRIPTION=NEGRO}
3 {DESCRIPTION=
PELIRROJO}
4 {DESCRIPTION=MORENO}
5 {DESCRIPTION=RUBIO}

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{EyesRGB=EyesCluster4}
{EyesRGB=EyesCluster4}
{EyesRGB=EyesCluster2}

0.024
0.058
0.018

0.945
0.919
0.792

2.519
2.450
3.167

{EyesRGB=EyesCluster4}
{EyesRGB=EyesCluster3}

0.121
0.046

0.774
0.731

2.064
5.845

Rule 1 predicts that images described as prieto will correspond to Eye Cluster 4 (mean: 5840-38). This is the rule with the highest confidence value, or highest conditional probability
(0.945). Rule 2 predicts that images described as negro will also correspond to Eye Cluster
4. Rule 3 predicts that images described as pelirrojo will correspond to Eye Cluster 2 (mean:
27-18-23). Rule 4 predicts that images described as moreno will correspond to Eye Cluster
4. Rule 5 predicts that images described as rubio will correspond to Eye Cluster 3 (mean:
100-104-96).
The apriori algorithm additionally generates one rule with multiple input variables, as in
Table 69. Rule 1 in this table predicts that an image belonging to Eye Cluster 4 and Hair
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Cluster 1 (mean: 18-20-25) will be described as moreno.
Table 69. Association Rules: RGBEyes, Description (Combination)
1

If

Then

Support

Confidence

Lift

{EyesRGB=EyesCluster4,
HairRGB=HairCluster1}

{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}

0.070

0.564

3.605

These results are born out in cross-tabulation Table 70. Images in Eye Cluster 1 (25.0% of
overall responses), although not predicted by the association rules, correspond to higher than
expected use of indio (43.9%), mulato (40.5%), and trigueño (37.6%). Images in Eye
Cluster 2 (25.0% of overall responses) correspond to higher than expected use of pelirrojo
(79.4%), as predicted by rule 3 in Table 68, and also to colorao (44.2%) and trigueño
(42.2%). Images in Eye Cluster 3 (12.5% of overall responses) correspond to higher than
expected use of rubio (73.2%), as predicted by rule 5 in Table 68, and also to blanco
(22.1%) and jabao (19.4%). Finally, images in Eye Cluster 4 (37.5% of overall responses)
correspond to higher than expected use of prieto (94.5%), negro (91.9%), and moreno
(77.5%), as predicted by rules 1, 2 and 4 in Table 68.
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Table 70. Cross-Tabulation: RGBEyes, Description

While there is some uniformity in these data (e.g., highest RGB values correspond to
lightest profiles), eye color does not appear to be a perfect predictor of physical description.
Although images with the lightest eye color (Cluster 3) correspond to the lighter categories
of rubio, blanco, and jabao, the images with the darkest eye color (Cluster 2) do not
correspond to darker profiles. In fact, images in Cluster 4, described as prieto, negro, and
moreno, have a higher RGB value (i.e., lighter eye color) than the images in Cluster 2. The
distribution of eye color across racial categories is thus not as uniform as the distribution of
skin color. This result is consistent with the responses given by interview participants
regarding the relationship between eye color and racial categories. Participants emphasize
the importance of eye color for the rubio and blanco profiles, and the survey results confirm
the description. As the terms move from dark to light, the mean R and G values for each
cluster also increase. Figure 30 represents the relationship between categories and eye color
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RGB values.
Cluster 2
27-18-23
pelirrojo
colorao
trigueño

Cluster 4
58-40-38
prieto
negro
moreno

Cluster 1
90-55-50
indio
mulato
trigueño

Cluster 3
100-104-96
rubio
blanco
jabao

Figure 30: Matiz Racial Categories by Eye Color RGB

Hair Color
Table 71 contains four 1-to-1 rules that derive from the relationship between the
variables HairRGB and DESCRIPTION.
Table 71. Association Rules: HairRGB, Description
1
2
3
4

If

Then

Support

Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION=
PELIRROJO}
{DESCRIPTION=
RUBIO}
{DESCRIPTION=
PRIETO}
{DESCRIPTION=
MORENO}

{HairRGB=HairCluster3}

0.018

0.813

4.333

{HairRGB=HairCluster4}

0.047

0.734

3.916

{HairRGB=HairCluster2}

0.017

0.651

2.606

{HairRGB=HairCluster1}

0.083

0.528

1.409

Rule 1 predicts that images described as pelirrojo will correspond to Hair Cluster 3
(mean: 73-41-34). This is the rule with the highest confidence value, or highest conditional
probability (0.813). Rule 2 predicts that images described as rubio will correspond to Hair
Cluster 4 (mean: 117-92-71). Rule 3 predicts that images described as prieto will correspond
to Hair Cluster 2 (mean: 26-30-40). Rule 4 predicts that images described as moreno will
correspond to Hair Cluster 1 (mean: 18-20-25).
These results are born out in cross-tabulation Table 72. Images in Hair Cluster 1 (37.5%
of overall responses) correspond to higher than expected use of moreno (52.8%), as
predicted by rule 4 in Table 71. Images in Hair Cluster 2 (25.0% of overall responses)
correspond to higher than expected use of prieto (65.1%), as predicted by rule 3 in Table 71,
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and also to negro (47.4%). Images in Hair Cluster 3 (18.75% of overall responses)
correspond to higher than expected use of pelirrojo (81.4%), as predicted by rule 1 in Table
71, and also to colorao (32.5%) and jabao (32.4%). Finally, images in Hair Cluster 4
(18.75% of overall responses) correspond to higher than expected use of rubio (73.5%), as
predicted by rule 2 in Table 71, and also to jabao (28.1%) and blanco (25.2%).
Table 72. Cross-Tabulation Table: RGBHair, Description

Based on these data, hair color does appear to be related to physical description. For
profiles that are characterized by hair color, such as rubio and pelirrojo, this relationship is
expected and is born out in association rules. This is consistent with the responses given by
interview participants regarding the determinative nature of hair color for these categories.
Although images with the lightest hair color (Cluster 4) correspond to the lighter categories
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of rubio, blanco, and jabao, the images with the darkest hair color (Cluster 1) correspond to
a variety of profiles, light and dark: moreno, indio, trigueño. Moreover, the images in
Cluster 2 have slightly higher RGB values (i.e., lighter hair color) and correspond to the
darkest profiles: prieto and negro. Hair color, thus, does not appear to be a perfect predictor
of physical description. Figure 31 represents the relationship between categories and hair
color RGB values.

Cluster 1
18-20-25
moreno
indio
trigueño

Cluster 2
26-30-40
prieto
negro

Cluster 3
73-41-34
pelirrojo
colorao
jabao

Cluster 4
117-92-68
rubio
jabao
blanco

Figure 31: Matiz Racial Categories by Hair Color RGB

An analysis of the internal characteristics of an image, such as RGB value of hair color,
skin color, and eye color, reveals that objective color characteristics do have a relationship
with racial categories. Specifically, skin color is a particularly salient predictor of the racial
term that participants will use to describe a given image. Moreover, while eye color and hair
color are not uniform predictors of physical appearance overall, the relationship between
RGB values and profiles such as rubio and pelirrojo are particularly salient. The next
section turns to an examination of the relationship between physical description and factors
that are external to the image.
b. Characteristics of the Participant
This section examines the extent to which characteristics of the participant are related to
the use of a particular racial term. Specifically, this section analyzes the relationship
between a given racial term and the region where the description takes place or the self
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description the person describing the image. This analysis initially also included an
exploration of the relationship between participant age and racial category use, but that
analysis returned no salient results.
Region
How an individual is described may relate to the region of the country where the
description takes place. Following is an analysis of the regional frequency of racial terms as
used by participants in two experiments.
Experiment 1: Santiago vs. Santo Domingo
The first experiment comprises 4,288 responses from participants in Santiago and in
Santo Domingo. Overall, 53.73 percent of responses correspond to Santiago and 46.27
percent correspond to Santo Domingo. Table 73 contains eleven 1-to-1 rules that derive
from the relationship between the variables RESEARCH SITE and DESCRIPTION.
Table 73. Association Rules: Research Site, Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION
=PRIETO}
{DESCRIPTION
=PELIRROJO}
{DESCRIPTION
=COLORAO}
{DESCRIPTION
=JABAO}
{DESCRIPTION
=INDIO}
{DESCRIPTION
=BLANCO}

{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTO DOMINGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTO DOMINGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}

0.016

0.633

1.174

0.014

0.625

1.159

0.022

0.604

1.311

0.042

0.602

1.307

0.118

0.595

1.103

0.119

0.582

1.079

{DESCRIPTION
=TRIGUENO}
{DESCRIPTION
=NEGRO}
{DESCRIPTION
=MULATO}

{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}

0.037

0.574

1.064

0.033

0.524

0.972

0.044

0.518

0.960
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10
11

If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION
=MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION
=RUBIO}

{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTIAGO}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SANTO DOMINGO}

0.079

0.504

0.935

0.032

0.502

1.089

Rules 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 predict that the image descriptions prieto, pelirrojo, indio,
blanco, trigueño, negro, mulato, and moreno will correspond to the research site Santiago.
Rules 3, 4, and 11 predict that the descriptions colorao, jabao, and rubio will correspond to
the research site Santo Domingo. These results are born out in cross-tabulation Table 74.
Table 74. Cross-Tabulation Table: Research Site, Description
STI
SDQ
Blanco/a
510 (58.1%)
368 (41.9%)
Colorao/a
61 (39.6%)
93 (60.4%)
Indio/a
502 (59.3%)
344 (40.7%)
Jabao/a
119 (39.8%)
180 (60.2%)
Moreno/a
337 (50.3%)
333 (49.7%)
Mulato/a
188 (51.5%)
177 (48.5%)
Negro/a
142 (52.2%)
130 (47.8%)
Pelirrojo/a
60 (61.9%)
37 (38.1%)
Prieto/a
69 (63.3%)
40 (36.7%)
Rubio/a
135 (49.6%)
137 (50.4%)
Trigueño/a
159 (56.4%)
123 (43.6%)
OTHER
22 (51.2%)
21 (48.8%)
BLANK
1
2304
1984
53.73%
46.27%

878
154
846
299
670
365
272
97
109
272
282
43
1
4288
100.00%

Although participants at both locations describe the same 16 images, when participant
responses are weighted by region, regional patterns of use emerge. For example, although
responses from Santiago comprise 53.73 percent of the total, participants in Santiago are
overrepresented in their use of the categories blanco, indio, pelirrojo, prieto, and trigueño.
Likewise, although responses from Santo Domingo comprise 46.27 percent of the total,
responses from Santo Domingo are overrepresented for the categories colorao, jabao, rubio,
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moreno, mulato, and negro. These results reveal several patterns. First, a participant is
slightly more likely to be described as blanco or indio in Santiago, and slightly more likely
to be described as moreno or mulato in Santo Domingo. Participants in Santiago prefer
pelirrojo, while participants in Santo Domingo prefer colorao. Although there is a slight
overrepresentation in Santo Domingo, participants at both sites use negro at a frequency
nearly proportional to their respective proportion of overall responses. Participants in
Santiago, however, use prieto more frequently than expected. Finally, a participant is
slightly more likely to be described as trigueño in Santiago and slightly more likely to be
described as rubio in Santo Domingo. Because participants are describing the same images
at both research sites, the differing results suggest regional tendencies in the use of racial
terms.
Experiment 2: Santo Domingo vs. Dajabón
The second experiment comprises 3,072 responses from participants in Santo Domingo
and Dajabón. Overall, 48.44 percent of responses correspond to Santo Domingo and 51.56
percent correspond to Dajabón. Table 75 contains one 1-to-1 rule that derives from the
relationship between the variables RESEARCH SITE and DESCRIPTION. This rule
predicts a relationship between use of the term trigueño and the research site Dajabón.
Table 75. Association Rules: Research Site, Description (Survey 2)
If

Then

{DESCRIPTION=
TRIGUENO}

{RESEARCH.SITE=DAJ} 0.029

Support

Confidence

Lift

0.739

1.435

The apriori algorithm additionally generates some rules with multiple input variables,
suggesting a relationship among participant sex, image description, participant description,
and research site. These nine 2-to-1 and three 3-to-1 rules appear in Table 76.
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Table 76. Association Rules: Research Site, Description, Participant Sex, Participant
Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

If
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=M,
DESCRIPTION=TRIGUENO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=M,
DESCRIPTION=COLORAO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
DESCRIPTION=COLORAO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
DESCRIPTION=RUBIO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
DESCRIPTION=NEGRO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
DESCRIPTION=MULATO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=M,
DESCRIPTION=MORENO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=M,
DESCRIPTION=BLANCO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=M,
DESCRIPTION=INDIO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPTION=
INDIO, DESCRIPTION=
NEGRO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPTION=
MULATO, DESCRIPTION=
MULATO}
{PARTICIPANT_SEX=H,
PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPTION=
INDIO, DESCRIPTION=JABAO}

Then
{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}
{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}

Support
0.019

Confidence
0.808

Lift
1.567

0.015

0.804

1.558

0.012

0.661

1.364

0.014

0.700

1.445

0.021

0.703

1.452

0.031

0.762

1.573

0.036

0.735

1.426

0.075

0.668

1.295

0.099

0.693

1.344

0.013

0.837

1.727

{RESEARCH.SITE=
SDQ}

0.012

1.000

2.065

{RESEARCH.SITE=
DAJ}

0.013

0.683

1.325

When a female participant describes an image as trigueño, rule 1 predicts that the
corresponding research site will be Dajabón. Likewise, when a female participant describes
an image as colorao, rule 2 predicts that the research site will be Dajabón. Conversely, when
a male participant describes an image as colorao, rule 3 predicts that the corresponding
research site will be Santo Domingo. Moreover, when a male participant describes an image
as rubio, negro, or mulato, rules 4, 5, and 6 predict that the research site will be Santo
Domingo. When a female participant describes an image as moreno, blanco, or indio, rules
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7, 8, and 9 predict that the research site will be Dajabón. With respect to 3-to-1 rules, when
a male participant describes himself as indio and describes an image as negro, rule 10
predicts that the research site will be Santo Domingo. Likewise, when a male participant
describes himself as mulato and describes an image as mulato, rule 11 predicts that Santo
Domingo will be the research site. Finally, when a male participant describes himself as
indio and describes an image as jabao, rule 12 predicts that the research site is Dajabón.
These results, by research site, are represented in cross-tabulation Table 77.
Table 77. Cross-Tabulation: Research Site, Description (Survey 2)
Blanco/a
Colorao
Indio/a
Jabao/a
Moreno/a
Mulato/a
Negro/a
Pelirrojo/a
Prieto/a
Rubio/a
Trigueño/a
OTHER
None

SDQ
276 (45.2%)
48 (42.5%)
400 (45.1%)
70 (41.2%)
161 (41.7%)
131 (56.2%)
73 (59.4%)
43 (64.2%)
14 (42.4%)
60 (52.2%)
27 (26.5%)
177 (85.1%)

DAJ
Total
335 (54.8%)
611
65 (57.5%)
113
487 (54.9%)
887
100 (58.8%)
170
225 (58.3%)
386
102 (43.8%)
233
50 (40.7%)
123
24 (35.8%)
67
19 (57.6%)
33
55 (47.8%)
115
75 (73.5%)
102
31 (14.9%)
208
8
16
24
1488
1584
3072
48.44%
51.56%
100.00%

Participants at both locations examine the same 48 photos, and regional patterns of use
emerge. For example, although responses from Santo Domingo comprise 48.44 percent of
the total, participants in Santo Domingo are overrepresented in their use of the categories
mulato, negro, pelirrojo, and rubio. Likewise, although responses from Dajabón comprise
51.56 percent of the total, responses from Dajabón are overrepresented for the categories
blanco, colorao, indio, jabao, moreno, prieto, and trigueño. These results reveal several
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patterns. Blanco is more frequent in the results from Dajabón, and rubio is more frequent in
the Santo Domingo results. Pelirrojo is more frequent in Santo Domingo, whereas colorao
is more frequent in Dajabón. Mulato and negro are substantially more frequent in Santo
Domingo, and prieto is more frequent in Dajabón. Participants are additionally more likely
to be described as jabao or trigueño in the Dajabón results.
These results indicate that, where objective characteristics of the image remain constant
(e.g., skin color, hair color, eye color), how a participant is described may vary based on the
region where the description happens, the sex of the person describing the image, and the
self-description of the person describing the image. This suggests that, while objective color
characteristics are fairly strong predictors of physical description, the description also
depends on factors (such as region) that are external to the image.
Participant Self-Description
How an individual is described may also relate to the way that a participant describes
him or herself. Following is an analysis of the frequency of racial terms as weighted by the
self descriptions of participants in two experiments.
Experiment 1
The first experiment comprises 4,288 responses from participants that describe
themselves as blanco (13.81%), indio (34.7%), indio claro (4.48%), mestizo (5.6%), moreno
(11.94%), moreno claro (0.37%), mulato (5.22%), negro (5.97%), rubia (0.37%), and
trigueño (1.49%), among others. Table 78 contains one 1-to-1 rule that derives from the
relationship between the variables PARTICIPANT DESCRIPTION and DESCRIPTION.
This rule predicts that if an image is described as indio, then the participant also describes
him or herself as indio.
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Table 78. Association Rules: Participant Description, Description
If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION=
INDIO}

{PARTICIPANT_DESCRIPTION=
INDIO}

0.102

1.311

0.515

An exploration of cross-tabulation Table 79 reveals additional patterns in the data.
Participant self description is related to how the participants describe others in two ways in
Experiment 1. First, participants are more likely to describe others using the same descriptor
that they use for themselves. This means, for example, that a participant that describes
himself as blanco also uses blanco to describe others more frequently than would otherwise
be expected. This is true of participants that describe themselves as blanco (16.17% vs.
13.81% expectation), indio (46.79% vs. 34.7%), moreno (14.2% vs. 11.94%), mulato
(11.59% vs. 5.22%), negro (11.4% vs. 5.97%), and trigueño (3.55% vs. 1.49%). Second, the
way that participants describe themselves is related to the frequency with which they use
other terms. A person that self describes as blanco is more likely to describe others as
pelirrojo, trigueño or prieto and less likely to describe others as rubio. A person that self
describes as indio is more likely to describe others as rubio and less likely to use colorao
and mulato. The difference in distribution between indio and mulato is persistent in the data.
A person that self describes as moreno is more likely to describe others as colorao and less
likely to use indio and negro. A person that self describes as mulato is more likely to
describe others as negro and less likely to describe others as indio or moreno. Likewise, a
person that self describes as negro is more likely to describe others as mulato and less likely
to use indio and trigueño. A participant that self describes as rubia is more likely to describe
others as jabao. Finally, a person that self describes as trigueño is more likely to describe
others as prieto and less likely to describe others as rubio or colorao (See Table 80).
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Table 79. Cross-Tabulation: Participant Description, Description
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Table 80. Summary of Cross-tabulation results for Participant Description, Description
blanco

(13.81%)

indio

(34.7%)

moreno

(11.94%)

mulato

(5.22%)

negro

(5.97%)

rubia
trigueño

(0.37%)
(1.49%)

More Frequent
pelirrojo (17.53%)
blanco (16.17%)
trigueño (15.96%)
prieto (15.6%)

Less Frequent
rubio (11.4%)

indio (46.79%)
rubio (38.6%)
colorao (19.48%)
moreno (14.2%)
mulato (11.59%)
negro (9.93%)
negro (11.4%)
mulato (9.59%)
pelirrojo (9.28%)
jabao (1.34%)
prieto (3.67%)
trigueño (3.55%)

colorao (27.92%)
mulato (24.93%)
indio (10.55%)
negro (10.29%)
indio (3.03%)
moreno (2.84%)
indio (3.76%)
trigueño (3.55%)
--rubio (0.74%)
colorao (0.65%)

Experiment 2
The second experiment comprises 3,072 responses from participants that describe
themselves as blanco (6.25%), indio (49.48%), indio claro (4.69%), indio oscuro (3.13%),
mestizo (3.13%), moreno (20.31%), moreno claro (1.56%), mulato (4.69%), rubia (1.56%),
and trigueño (1.56%), among others. While the 124 rules yielded by the a priori algorithm
do not include any 1-to-1 rules predicting the relationship between participant description
and image description, an examination of the data in cross-tabulation Table 81 reveals some
initial patterns.
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Table 81. Cross-Tabulation: Participant Description, Description (Survey 2)
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As in Experiment 1, participant self description is related to how the participant will
describe others in two ways in Experiment 2. First, there is a relationship between the term
that participants use to describe themselves and the frequency with which they use the same
term to describe others. This is true of participants that describe themselves as blanco
(9.17% vs. 6.25% expectation), indio (65.92% vs. 49.48%), moreno (26.29% vs. 20.31%),
and mulato (18.45% vs. 4.69%). Second, the term that participants use to describe
themselves is related to the frequency with which they use other terms. A person that self
describes as blanco is more likely to describe others as trigueño or moreno and less likely to
describe others as prieto, pelirrojo or colorao. A person that self describes as indio is more
likely to describe others as jabao and less likely to use colorao, pelirrojo, rubio and
trigueño. A person that self describes as moreno is more likely to describe others as
pelirrojo and colorao and less likely to use blanco, indio and mulato. A person that self
describes as mulato is more likely to describe others as negro and colorao and less likely to
describe others as pelirrojo or jabao. A participant that self describes as rubia is less likely
to use blanco and indio. Finally, a person that self describes as trigueño is more likely to
describe others as prieto or colorao and less likely to describe others as trigueño (See Table
82).
Table 82. Summary of Cross-tabulation Results for Participant Description, Description
(Survey 2)
blanco

(6.25%)

indio

(49.48%)

More Frequent
trigueño (27.45%)
moreno (9.49%)
blanco (9.17%)
indio (65.92%)
jabao (54.12%)
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Less Frequent
prieto (3.03%)
pelirrojo (2.99%)
colorao (0.88%)
colorao (36.28%)
pelirrojo (35.82%)
rubio (35.65%)
trigueño (31.37%)
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moreno

(20.31%)

mulato

(4.69%)

rubia

(1.56%)

trigueño

(1.56%)

More Frequent
pelirrojo (46.27%)
colorao (26.55%)
moreno (26.29%)
mulato (18.45%)
negro (9.76%)
colorao (9.73%)
-prieto (6.06%)
colorao (4.42%)

Less Frequent
blanco (14.89%)
indio (14.74%)
mulato (6.87%)
pelirrojo (1.49%)
jabao (1.18%)
blanco (0.49%)
indio (0.28%)
trigueño (0.98%)

This section has analyzed the factors that shape the physical meaning for matiz racial
terms, specifically examining factors internal to an image and factors external to an image.
These results indicate that there is a relationship between objective color characteristics such
as skin color, eye color, and hair color and racial terms. Of these factors, skin color is the
most salient predictor of racial term use. The results additionally reveal patterns in the use of
racial terms that correspond to the region where the image is described and the way in which
the person describing the image describes him or herself. This means that part of the matiz
racial description is determined by the physical characteristics of the person being
described, and part of this description depends on characteristics of the person that is doing
the describing. The following section explores the physical meaning embedded in matiz
racial terms by examining the relationship between racial categories and specific images.
2. Matiz Racial Results by Category: Experiment 1
In Santiago and in Santo Domingo, 268 participants completed the Physical Description
Task. For this task, participants looked at 16 images and described the matiz racial (‘racial
shade/nuance’) of the person in the photo. Participants were instructed to describe the matiz
racial of the person in each photo using one of the words appearing in a box on the page
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(blanco/a, colorao/a, indio/a, jabao/a, moreno/a, mulato/a, negro/a, pelirrojo/a, prieto/a,
rubio/a, trigueño/a) or another adequate word. Table 83 contains the frequency data for
each term. Forms of blanco are the most frequent and represent 20.48 percent of total
responses. Forms of indio and moreno are also frequent and represent 19.73 percent and
15.63 percent of responses, respectively. Mulato (8.51%), jabao (6.97%), trigueño (6.58%),
negro (6.34%), and rubio (6.34%) represent intermediate frequency. Less frequent terms
include colorao (3.59%), prieto (2.54%), and pelirrojo (2.26%).
Table 83. Frequency Data: Matiz Racial Task (Survey 1)
Term
blanco
indio
moreno
mulato
jabao
trigueño
negro
rubio
colorao
prieto
pelirrojo
Other
None

#
878
846
670
365
299
282
272
272
154
109
97
43
1
4288

%
20.48%
19.73%
15.63%
8.51%
6.97%
6.58%
6.34%
6.34%
3.59%
2.54%
2.26%
1.0%
0.02%
100%

This section explores how participants conceptualize the physical parameters of the
categories rubio, blanco, pelirrojo, colorao, jabao, trigueño, indio, mulato, moreno, negro,
and prieto.
a. rubio/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_1 and FEMALE_1 as rubio and rubia,
respectively. For interview participants, the rubio profile is summarized below:
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(1) HAIR COLOR

(2) SKIN COLOR

(3) EYE COLOR

(4) HAIR TEXTURE

blonde / yellow
light

white / light

light

straight / good

Although MALE_1 does not have blonde hair, his fair complexion, light-colored eyes,
and straight light brown hair bring him within the Dominican conception of rubio. Likewise,
although FEMALE_1 may have hair that is dyed blonde, this hair color combined with her
light eye color and fair complexion bring her within the Dominican conception of rubia.

Figure 32: Rubio Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis and most frequently identify MALE_1 and
FEMALE_1 as rubio and rubia. While forms of rubio comprise 6.34 percent of overall
responses, rubio is overrepresented in participant descriptions of MALE_1 (35.45%) and
FEMALE_1 (38.81%).
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Figure 33. Distribution of Rubio by Image (Survey 1)

Comparing the RGB value information for the two images gives some insight into the
types of images included in this category. First, with respect to skin color, both participants
have R values greater than 210, G values greater than 160, and B values around 140.
MALE_1 has a slightly higher R value in this category, and the higher R value here
corresponds to a slightly lighter skin tone. As discussed in previous sections, these values
are similar enough that MALE_1 and FEMALE_1 are grouped together in a cluster analysis
(Skin Cluster 5). Second, with respect to hair color, FEMALE_1 has the highest RGB
values of all the images, and also the lightest hair. Although MALE_1’s RGB values are
substantially lower, these values are still higher than all but one other image (MALE_6).
Moreover, a cluster analysis groups MALE_1 and FEMALE_1 together based on hair color
RGB values (Hair Cluster 4). Finally, with respect to eye color, the two images have the
highest RGB values of all the images. The values are similar enough that a cluster analysis
groups MALE_1 and FEMALE_1 together based on eye color RGB values (Eye Cluster 3).
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FEMALE_1
MALE_1

RGB (Skin)
214-164-144
225-164-140

RGB (Hair)
155-120-80
95-75-67

RGB (Eyes)
102-102-86
98-105-106

The confirmation of the rubio hypothesis reveals that the category rubio in the
Dominican Republic is broader than that referenced by the cognate term ‘blonde’ in, for
example, the United States. Hair color is a highly salient variable for the rubio profile, but
this hair color may manifest in myriad ways. For example, a person does not have to be born
with blonde hair to be described as rubio, as long as the person’s hair is presently rubio.
Here, even when participants know that someone has elected to become rubio, they may still
describe the individual as rubio (as in the case of FEMALE_1). Furthermore, a person may
be described as rubio even when he or she does not actually have blonde hair, elective or
otherwise (as in the case of MALE_1). A person that is brunette with a lighter hair color and
a light eye color may still be considered rubio. The rubio category does have boundaries,
however, and images most frequently described as rubio have light skin (Skin Cluster 5),
light hair (Hair Cluster 4), and light eyes (Eye Cluster 3).
b. blanco/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_2 and FEMALE_2 as blanco and
blanca, respectively.
(1) HAIR
COLOR

(2) SKIN COLOR

(3) EYE COLOR

(4) HAIR TEXTURE

(5) FEATURES
(FACE)

brown
light
black
red
blonde

white
light

blue
light
brown
green

coarse
straight
smooth
curly

fine features
aquiline nose
fine lips
big ears
yellow teeth
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Both images have a fair complexion with dark hair and dark eyes. This fits within the
broad definition of blanco that interview participants identify.

MALE_2

FEMALE_2

Figure 34: Blanco Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis and add additional layers. MALE_2 is the
male image that participants most frequently identify as blanco, and FEMALE_2 is the
second most frequent female image that participants identify as blanca. While forms of
blanco comprise 20.48 percent of overall responses, blanco is overrepresented in participant
descriptions of FEMALE_6 (54.48%), MALE_2 (54.48%), MALE_1 (48.88%), and
FEMALE_2 (47.01%). These frequency data appear in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Distribution of Blanco by Image (Survey 1)

In addition to the frequency data, an association rules analysis returns two rules for the
interaction between images and the use of the term blanco. Rule 1 predicts that, if the image
is MALE_2, then the description will be blanco. Rule 2 predicts that, if the image is
FEMALE_6, then the description will be blanco. Although these rules have a moderate
confidence value, they indicate that there is a statistical relationship between these images
and the blanco descriptor.
Table 84. Association Rules: Blanco
1
2

If

Then

Support

Confidence

Lift

{IMAGE=MALE_2}
{IMAGE=FEMALE_6}

{DESCRIPTION=BLANCO}
{DESCRIPTION=BLANCO}

0.034
0.034

0.547
0.543

2.667
2.648

Among the images most frequently described as blanco, MALE_2 and FEMALE_2, the
blanco hypotheses, are unsurprising. Likewise, MALE_1, the rubio hypothesis, is
unsurprising in this category. However, FEMALE_6, the female image most frequently
identified as blanca, is an unexpected result. Although FEMALE_6 has somewhat fair skin,
her facial features and hair texture would not fall within prototypical descriptions of
whiteness. Comparing the RGB value information for the four images gives some insight
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into the types of images included in this category. With the exception of MALE_1, the
images have dark hair and dark eyes, indicated by R, G, and B values under 41 for hair
color, and G and B values under 50 and R values under 100 for eye color. As in the case of
rubio, the images most frequently identified as blanco have skin color R values greater than
200, G values greater than 160, and B values greater than 140. Unlike with rubio, the
images most frequently described as blanco do not share a single skin cluster: FEMALE_2
and FEMALE_6 fall in Skin Cluster 2 (mean: 217-169-162); MALE_1 falls in Skin Cluster
5 (mean: 217-155-133); and MALE_2 falls in Skin Cluster 6 (mean: 231-195-202).
FEMALE_6
MALE_2
MALE_1
FEMALE_2

RGB (Skin)
203-171-160
231-195-202
225-164-140
224-178-171

RGB (Hair)
15-28-41
27-22-26
95-75-67
11-14-24

RGB (Eyes)
52-42-36
96-46-41
98-105-106
34-18-22

In addition to the most frequently identified images, participants identify several images
at the category’s expected level of frequency that indicate that the range of physical
descriptions represented by the blanco category is broad. Forms of blanco comprise 20.48
percent of overall responses, and blanco appears at near this expected frequency in
participant descriptions of FEMALE_1 (23.51%), FEMALE_4 (22.39%), MALE_3
(21.64%), and MALE_4 (20.9%). Among these four images, MALE_3 is perhaps the most
surprising, although all four images fall outside of prototypicality for this category.
Comparing the RGB value information for the four images gives some insight into why
participants include these images in this category. With the exception of FEMALE_1, the
images have dark hair and dark eyes. For FEMALE_4 and MALE_4, this is indicated by R,
G, and B values under 40 for hair and eye color. For MALE_3, this is indicated by R, G, and
B values under 66 for hair and eye color. As in the case of the images most frequently
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identified as blanco, these images have skin color R values greater than 200. Of this group,
FEMALE_4 has the highest RGB values, corresponding to lighter skin, followed by
FEMALE_1, MALE_3, and MALE_4. A cluster analysis groups MALE_3, MALE_4, and
FEMALE_1 (Skin Cluster 5). FEMALE_4 is in Skin Cluster 2.
FEMALE_1
FEMALE_4
MALE_3
MALE_4

RGB (Skin)
214-164-144
225-158-163
221-148-132
221-151-126

RGB (Hair)
155-120-80
26-25-35
66-48-52
16-26-28

RGB (Eyes)
102-102-86
35-23-40
61-34-35
22-23-27

These values speak to the salience of skin color for the blanco category. Although the
images most frequently identified as blanco have different hair colors and textures, different
eye colors, and different features, skin color (as measured by RGB values) is a common
denominator. This is true irrespective of yellow, pink, or reddish hue. Participants describe
FEMALE_4 as blanca and blanca oscura, MALE_3 as blanco and blanco amarillo, and
MALE_4 as blanco, blanco oscuro, and blanco y indio [sic]. These results indicate that the
descriptor blanco/a encodes physical parameters that are much broader than categories of
whiteness in the U.S. and even in other Latin American countries. In the U.S., for example,
FEMALE_4 and MALE_4 would be classified as Hispanic/Latino and not white; MALE_3
would likely be classified as black; and FEMALE_1 could be black or Hispanic/Latina.
c. pelirrojo/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify FEMALE_3 as pelirroja.
(1) HAIR COLOR

(2) SKIN COLOR

(4) HAIR TEXTURE

(5) FEATURES (FACE)

red / reddish

white

good

freckles

Because pelirrojo, like rubio, is a category that may be determined by hair color, I made this
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hypothesis based on the reddish color of FEMALE_3’s hair and the presence of freckles on
her face.

FEMALE_3
Figure 36: Pelirrojo Hypothesis

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. FEMALE_3 is the image that participants
most frequently identify as pelirroja. Forms of pelirrojo comprise 2.62 percent of overall
responses, and pelirroja is overrepresented in participant descriptions of FEMALE_3
(27.24%). Within this category, there is some overlap with rubio, as 2.99 percent of
participants also identify FEMALE_1 (the rubia hypothesis) as pelirroja. These frequency
data appear in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Distribution of Pelirrojo by Image (Survey 1)

In addition to the frequency data, an association rules analysis returns one rule for the
interaction between images and the use of the term pelirrojo. This rule predicts that, if the
description is pelirrojo, then the image will be FEMALE_3 (Table 85).
Table 85. Association Rules Pelirrojo
If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION=PELIRROJO}

{IMAGE=FEMALE_3}

0.017

12.000

0.750

For this category, RGB values for skin color and eye color do not appear to be
determinative. While hair color is salient, the moderate “red” value corresponds to the dark
red color of FEMALE_3’s hair.
FEMALE_3

RGB (Skin)
203-140-90

RGB (Hair)
88-42-15

RGB (Eyes)
16-6-2

d. colorao
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_3 and FEMALE_3 as colorao and
colorá, respectively. For interview participants, there are three possible profiles that may be
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described as colorao:
(1) HAIR COLOR
a. any color
b. red / reddish / brick
c. red / reddish

(2) SKIN COLOR
red / reddish / pink
light
white

(3) HAIR TEXTURE
good / smooth / straight
bad / hard
good / smooth / straight

MALE_3 has the reddish complexion of profile a and the hair texture of profile b.
FEMALE_3 has the characteristics of profile b: coarse reddish hair and light skin.

Figure 38: Colorao Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis and add additional layers. MALE_3 is the
male image that participants most frequently identify as colorao, and FEMALE_3 is the
second most frequent female image that participants identify as colora(d)a. Forms of
colorao comprise 3.59 percent of overall responses, and colorao is overrepresented in
participant descriptions of FEMALE_4 (12.31%), MALE_3 (10.45%), and FEMALE_3
(7.84%). These frequency data appear in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Distribution of Colorao by Image (Survey 1)

Female_4 has the characteristics of colorao profile a: pink skin and straight hair of any
color. As previously noted, MALE_3 has the skin color of profile a with the hair texture of
profile b, and FEMALE_3 has the hair and skin color and hair texture of colorao profile b.
RGB values for this category are instructive but not determinative. For colorao profile a,
eye color and hair color are not determinative, but skin color and hair texture are most
salient. FEMALE_4’s higher skin color RGB values correspond to the lightness of her
complexion, and the isolated “R” value of 225 corresponds to the pink hue of her skin. For
colorao profile b, eye color is not determinative, but hair color, skin color, and hair texture
are salient elements of the profile. Although FEMALE_3’s hair is noticeably redder than
MALE_3’s hair, the hair color RGB values for both images fall within the same cluster
(Hair Cluster 3). With respect to skin color, MALE_3’s R, G, and B values are higher,
corresponding to a lighter complexion. Again, however, as with FEMALE_4, the redness of
MALE_3’s complexion is particularly salient (R value=221).
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FEMALE_4
MALE_3
FEMALE_3

RGB (Skin)
225-158-163
221-148-132
203-140-90

RGB (Hair)
26-25-35
66-48-52
88-42-15

RGB (Eyes)
35-23-40
61-34-35
16-6-2

Additional images that participants describe as colorao include MALE_1 (5.6%),
MALE_2 (4.85%), and FEMALE_6 (4.1%). MALE_1 and MALE_2 have a slight pinkness
in their complexion and straight hair consistent with colorao profile a. FEMALE_6
conforms less specifically to the colorao profile. The RGB values for the images appear
below.
MALE_1
MALE_2
FEMALE_6

RGB (Skin)
225-164-140
231-195-202
203-171-160

RGB (Hair)
95-75-67
27-22-26
15-28-41

RGB (Eyes)
98-105-106
96-46-41
52-42-36

Prototypically, colorao is a profile characterized by red tones in skin or hair color.
e. jabao/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_3 and FEMALE_3 as jabao and jabá,
respectively. For interview participants, there are three possible profiles that may be
described as jabao:
(1) HAIR
COLOR
a. red / reddish
b. yellow /
blonde
c.
---

(2) SKIN
COLOR
light
white / yellowish

(3) HAIR
TEXTURE
coarse
coarse / hard

(4) FEATURES
(FACE)
freckles
(freckles)

white

coarse

(freckles)
(ordinary features)

MALE_3 has the light skin, coarse hair and freckles of jabao profile a, although his hair
does not appear reddish. FEMALE_3 has the red / reddish hair, light skin, coarse hair and
freckles of jabao profile a.
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Figure 40. Jabao Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. MALE_3 and FEMALE_3 are the images
that participants most frequently describe as jabao. Forms of jabao comprise 6.97 percent of
overall responses, and jabao is overrepresented in participant descriptions of FEMALE_3
(19.03%), MALE_3 (17.16%), FEMALE_6 (16.42%), and FEMALE_1 (15.67%). These
frequency data appear in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Distribution of Jabao by Image (Survey 1)

As previously noted, MALE_3 and FEMALE_3 have the characteristics of jabao profile
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a. FEMALE_6 has the ‘white’ skin and coarse hair of jabao profile c, and FEMALE_1 has
the blonde hair, ‘white / yellowish’ skin, coarse hair, and freckles of jabao profile b.
The RGB values for these images appear below.
FEMALE_3
MALE_3
FEMALE_6
FEMALE_1

RGB (Skin)
203-140-90
221-148-132
203-171-160
214-164-144

RGB (Hair)
88-42-15
66-48-52
15-28-41
155-120-80

RGB (Eyes)
16-6-2
61-34-35
52-42-36
102-102-86

The jabao profile is characterized by contrast—coarse red hair, coarse blonde hair, or fair
skin with coarse dark hair.
f. trigueño/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_4 and FEMALE_4 as trigueño and
trigueña, respectively. For interview participants, there are two possible profiles that may be
described as trigueño:
(1) HAIR
COLOR
a. dark
b. dark

(2) SKIN COLOR

(3) HAIR TEXTURE

light
dark

straight / good
straight, coarse

(4) FEATURES
(FACE)
(fine features)

Both images have the physical characteristics of trigueño profile a: dark hair, light skin, and
straight (or non-coarse) hair.
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Figure 42: Trigueño Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. MALE_4 and FEMALE_4 are the images
that participants most frequently describe as trigueño. Forms of trigueño comprise 6.58
percent of overall responses, and trigueño is overrepresented in participant descriptions of
FEMALE_4 (13.81%), MALE_4 (13.43%), FEMALE_5 (12.31%), MALE_6 (10.82%),
FEMALE_2 (10.07%), MALE_5 (10.07%), and MALE_3 (8.96%). These frequency data
appear in Figure 43. These images primarily conform to trigueño profile a: light skin with
dark hair.
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Figure 43: Distribution of Trigueño by Image (Survey 1)

While eye color is not determinative for the trigueño profile, skin color and hair color
are salient. With the exception of MALE_6, the skin color R values for the images are
higher than 214, corresponding to light complexions. MALE_6 and MALE_3 have brown
hair color, and the remaining images have hair color R, G, and B values lower than 40.
FEMALE_4
MALE_4
FEMALE_5
MALE_6
FEMALE_2
MALE_5
MALE_3

RGB (Skin)
225-158-163
221-151-126
224-153-119
199-151-134
224-178-171
215-167-153
221-148-132

RGB (Hair)
26-25-35
16-26-28
20-19-25
102-80-66
11-14-24
30-31-39
66-48-52

RGB (Eyes)
35-23-40
22-23-27
88-57-48
78-55-52
34-18-22
96-62-60
61-34-35

g. indio/a
In Chapter 5, interview participants describe indio as much by what it is not, as by what
it is. Indio is not blanco, and not negro. This leaves the vast space in between. Based on
initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I hypothesized that
participants would identify MALE_5 and FEMALE_5 as indio and india, respectively. For
interview participants, there are three possible profiles that may be described as indio, indio
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claro, and indio oscuro:
(1) HAIR
COLOR
indio black
indio claro black
indio oscuro black

(2) SKIN COLOR
intermediate tone
light
dark

(3) HAIR
TEXTURE
straight
straight
straight (coarse)

(4) FEATURES
(FACE)
fine / rough

MALE_5 meets the characteristics of the indio and indio claro profiles: light or intermediate
skin tone and black hair. FEMALE_5 meets the characteristics of the india and india clara
profiles: light or intermediate skin tone and black hair.

Figure 44: Indio Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. MALE_5 and FEMALE_5 are the images
that participants most frequently describe as indio. Forms of indio comprise 19.73 percent of
overall responses, and indio is overrepresented in participant descriptions of MALE_5
(43.66%), FEMALE_5 (43.28%), MALE_6 (38.06%), and MALE_4 (36.94%). These
frequency data appear in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Distribution of Indio by Image (Survey 1)

Male images reveal the arc of indio – as images move away from whiteness (MALEs_1
and 2), the frequency of indio designation increases. This frequency decreases again as the
images move closer to blackness (MALEs_7 and 8). These images primarily conform to the
indio claro profile: light skin with straight black hair. MALE_5 and MALE_4 vary from
this profile slightly in that there appears to be a slight curl in their hair texture. MALE_6
varies from the prototype in both the color and texture of his hair.
MALE_5
FEMALE_5
MALE_6
MALE_4

RGB (Skin)
215-167-153
224-153-119
199-151-134
221-151-126

RGB (Hair)
30-31-39
20-19-25
102-80-66
16-26-28

RGB (Eyes)
96-62-60
88-57-48
78-55-52
22-23-27

While eye color is not determinative for the indio profile, skin color and hair color are
salient. With respect to skin color, the R values for the images approximate or exceed 200;
the G values exceed 150; and the B values approximate or exceed 120. MALE_6 has a
lighter brown hair color (RGB 102-80-66), and the remaining images have hair color R, G,
and B values lower than 40.
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h. mulato/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_6 and FEMALE_6 as mulato and
mulata, respectively. For interview participants, the mulato profile is summarized below.
(1) SKIN COLOR

(2) HAIR TEXTURE

brown / dark

coarse / bad, curly

(3) FEATURES
(FACE)
mix

(4) FEATURES
(BODY)
muscular / strong,
voluptuous

While MALE_6 and FEMALE_6 do not meet the prototypical skin color description of
mulato—brown/dark skin, both have coarse hair and facial features that could be associated
with a person of African descent.

Figure 46: Mulato Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm the hypothesis with respect to MALE_6. MALE_6 is the
image that participants most frequently identify as mulato. Forms of mulato comprise 8.51
percent of overall responses, and mulato is overrepresented in participant responses for
MALE_6 (17.54%), FEMALE_5 (16.42%), MALE_5 (14.55%), MALE_4 (13.81%),
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MALE_3 (12.31%), and FEMALE_4 (10.07%). As an initial observation, the four images
most frequently described as mulato (MALE_6, FEMALE_5, MALE_5, MALE_4) are also
the four images most frequently described as indio. This is further evidence of the overlap
between the categories of indio and mulato.

Figure 47: Distribution of Mulato by Image (Survey 1)

The six images most frequently identified as mulato, like the mulato hypotheses, do not
conform to the skin color description of the mulato profile—brown or dark. This tends to
suggest that the mulato profile is broader than described by participants in the interviews.
The images most frequently identified as mulato—MALE_6 and FEMALE_5—have lighter
skin, as do the other images. That a lighter complexion may conform to the mulato profile is
evidenced in the RGB values of the skin color of each image. With the exception of
MALE_6, each image has a skin color R value greater than 214.
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MALE_6
FEMALE_5
MALE_5
MALE_4
MALE_3
FEMALE_4

RGB (Skin)
199-151-134
224-153-119
215-167-153
221-151-126
221-148-132
225-158-163

RGB (Hair)
102-80-66
20-19-25
30-31-39
16-26-28
66-48-52
26-25-35

RGB (Eyes)
78-55-52
88-57-48
96-62-60
22-23-27
61-34-35
35-23-40

Participants also identify MALE_7 and FEMALE_8 as mulato and mulata, respectively,
at a slightly lower than expected frequency: MALE_7 (7.46%) and FEMALE_8 (7.46%).
Unlike the images more frequently identified as mulato, MALE_7 and FEMALE_8 conform
more closely to the mulato profile described by interview participants—brown/dark skin and
coarse hair. These descriptions are confirmed by the skin color RGB values for each
image—R values less than 200, G values less than 130, and B values less than 105.
MALE_7
FEMALE_8

RGB (Skin)
181-108-89
192-126-104

RGB (Hair)
18-19-23
65-34-35

RGB (Eyes)
55-24-23
60-43-36

i. moreno/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_7 and FEMALE_7 as moreno and
morena, respectively. For interview participants, the moreno profile is summarized below.
(1) SKIN COLOR
dark

(2) HAIR TEXTURE
coarse

(3) FEATURES (FACE)
ordinary

MALE_7 and FEMALE_7 conform to the moreno profile because of dark skin, coarse hair,
and features.
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Figure 48: Moreno Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. MALE_7 and FEMALE_7 are the images
that participants most frequently describe as moreno. Forms of moreno comprise 15.63
percent of overall responses, and moreno is overrepresented in participant descriptions of
FEMALE_7 (56.34%), MALE_7 (56.34%), and FEMALE_8 (54.85%) (Figure 49).

Figure 49: Distribution of Moreno by Image

In addition to the frequency data, an association rules analysis returns three rules for the
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interaction between images and the use of the term moreno. Rule 1 predicts that, if the
image is MALE_7, then the description will be moreno. Rule 2 predicts that, if the image is
FEMALE_7, then the description will be moreno. Likewise, rule 3 predicts that, if the image
is FEMALE_8, then the description will be moreno (Table 86).
Table 86. Association Rules Moreno
1
2
3

If

Then

Support Confidence

Lift

{IMAGE=MALE_7}
{IMAGE=FEMALE_7}
{IMAGE=FEMALE_8}

{DESCRIPTION=MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=MORENO}
{DESCRIPTION=MORENO}

0.035
0.035
0.034

3.593
3.617
3.497

0.562
0.566
0.547

A visual inspection of the three images most frequently identified as moreno confirms that
the images conform to the moreno profile: dark skin and coarse hair.
An examination of RGB values further confirms what these profiles have in common.
These images have R values higher than 180 and less than 207. A cluster analysis groups
FEMALE_7 and FEMALE_8 (Skin Cluster 3), and MALE_7 is in Skin Cluster 4. These
values correspond to a complexion that is lighter than that associated with the negro profile
and darker than that associated with profiles such as indio.
FEMALE_7
MALE_7
FEMALE_8

RGB (Skin)
206-134-109
181-108-89
192-126-104

RGB (Hair)
16-22-25
18-19-23
65-34-35

RGB (Eyes)
66-51-50
55-24-23
60-43-36

Participants additionally identify the following images as moreno at a higher than
expected frequency: MALE_8 (23.88%) and MALE_5 (21.64%). The reduced frequency of
MALE_8 and MALE_5 may relate directly to skin color, as indicated by RGB value.
Images that participants most frequently identify as moreno have skin color R values greater
than 180 and less than 207. MALE_8 has a skin color R value of 170, and MALE_5 has a
skin color R value of 215.
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MALE_8
MALE_5

RGB (Skin)
170-108-87
215-167-153

RGB (Hair)
33-34-43
30-31-39

RGB (Eyes)
55-46-48
96-62-60

j. negro/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_8 and FEMALE_8 as negro and
negra, respectively. For interview participants, the negro profile is summarized below.
(1) SKIN COLOR
(very) dark

(2) HAIR TEXTURE
coarse / hard / bad

(3) FEATURES (FACE)
ordinary / rough / brusque

MALE_8 and FEMALE_8 have dark skin, coarse hair and features that conform to the
negro profile.

Figure 50: Negro Hypotheses

Participant responses confirm this hypothesis with respect to MALE_8. MALE_8 is the
image that participants most frequently describe as negro. Forms of negro comprise 6.34
percent of overall responses, and negro is substantially overrepresented in participant
descriptions of MALE_8 (42.54%). To a lesser extent, negro is also overrepresented in the
descriptions of FEMALE_7 (17.91%), MALE_7 (16.79%), and FEMALE_8 (14.93%).
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These frequency data appear in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Distribution of Negro by Image (Survey 1)

A visual inspection of the four images most frequently identified as negro confirms that
the images conform to the negro profile: dark skin and coarse hair. While all four images
have dark skin and hair, participants identify MALE_8 as negro with substantially greater
frequency than the other images. An examination of RGB values for skin color is
instructive. FEMALE_7, MALE_7, and FEMALE_8 each have skin color R values greater
than 180, and MALE_8 has a skin color R value of 170. This difference in R values
corresponds to a slightly darker complexion.
MALE_8
FEMALE_7
MALE_7
FEMALE_8

RGB (Skin)
170-108-87
206-134-109
181-108-89
192-126-104

RGB (Hair)
33-34-43
16-22-25
18-19-23
65-34-35

RGB (Eyes)
55-46-48
66-51-50
55-24-23
60-43-36

In contrast to blanco and indio, which are much broader categories than their English
cognate forms, the term negro is very narrowly construed. There is no rule of hypodescent.
This is to say – every Afro-descended person is not automatically negro. And thus, while
the images described as negro fit within broader Western conceptions of blackness, all
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images that may fit within the broader conception of blackness outside the Dominican
Republic would not be categorized as negro in the Dominican Republic.
k. prieto/a
Based on initial ethnographic observation and informal interviews in Santiago, I
hypothesized that participants would identify MALE_8 as prieto. For interview participants,
the prieto profile is summarized below.
(1) SKIN COLOR
dark / black

(2) HAIR TEXTURE
coarse / bad

(3) FEATURES (FACE)
very ordinary (large mouth, flat nose)

MALE_8 conforms to this profile with dark skin, coarse hair, and ordinary features.
Participant responses confirm this hypothesis. MALE_8 is the image that participants most
frequently describe as prieto. Forms of prieto comprise 2.54 percent of overall responses,
and prieto is substantially overrepresented in participant descriptions of MALE_8 (25%). To
a lesser extent, prieto is also overrepresented in the descriptions of MALE_7 (5.6%),
FEMALE_7 (4.85%), and FEMALE_8 (2.99%). These frequency data appear in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Distribution of Prieto by Image
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The four images most frequently described as prieto are also the four images most
frequently described as negro. In addition to the frequency data, an association rules
analysis returns one rule for the interaction between images and the use of the term prieto.
This rule predicts that, if the description is prieto, then the image will be MALE_8 (Table
87).
Table 87. Association Rules Prieto
If

Then

Support

Confidence

Lift

{DESCRIPTION=PRIETO}

{IMAGE=MALE_8}

0.016

0.615

9.835

As in the case of negro, MALE_8, the image with the lowest skin color RGB value is
most frequently identified as prieto.
MALE_8
FEMALE_7
MALE_7
FEMALE_8

RGB (Skin)
170-108-87
206-134-109
181-108-89
192-126-104

RGB (Hair)
33-34-43
16-22-25
18-19-23
65-34-35

RGB (Eyes)
55-46-48
66-51-50
55-24-23
60-43-36

Prieto is a category characterized by very dark skin, coarse hair, and ordinary features.
As a physical descriptor, prieto is also a relatively narrow category.
l. Summary
This section has explored how participants conceptualize the physical parameters of the
categories rubio, blanco, pelirrojo, colorao, jabao, trigueño, indio, mulato, moreno, negro,
and prieto. The section has analyzed how participants pair these terms with physical
representations. Matiz racial reveals the internal complexity of broad terms such as blanco,
indio, and negro; and the physical representation helps to communicate this meaning across
cultural lines. The pairing of terms and physical representations additionally reveals the
ways in which categories overlap. Based on descriptions given by participants, there is
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demonstrated overlap across the following categories:
Table 88. Matiz Racial Category Overlap (Survey 1)
blanco
blanco
colorao
colorao
negro
rubio
pelirrojo
trigueño

jabao
trigueño
trigueño
jabao
prieto
jabao
colorao
indio

mulato
trigueño

mulato

jabao
mulato

This overlap data by image appears in Table 89.
Table 89. Matiz Racial Category Overlap (Survey 1)

3. Matiz Racial Results by Category: Experiment 2
In Santo Domingo and in Dajabón, 64 participants completed a Physical Description Task.
For this task, participants looked at 48 images and described the matiz racial (‘racial
shade/nuance’) of the person in the photo. Participants were instructed to describe the matiz
racial of the person in each photo using one of the words appearing in a box on the page
(blanco/a, colorao/a, indio/a, jabao/a, moreno/a, mulato/a, negro/a, pelirrojo/a, prieto/a,
rubio/a, trigueño/a) or another adequate word. Table 89 contains the frequency data for
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each term. Forms of indio are the most frequent and represent 28.87 percent of total
responses. Forms of blanco and moreno are also frequent and represent 19.89 percent and
12.57 percent of responses, respectively. Mulato (7.58%), jabao (5.53%), and negro (4.0%)
represent intermediate frequency. Less frequent terms include rubio (3.74%), colorao
(3.68%), trigueño (3.32%), pelirrojo (2.18%), and prieto (1.07%).
Table 90. Frequency Data Matiz Racial Task (Survey 2)
Term
indio
blanco
moreno
mulato
jabao
negro
rubio
colorao
trigueño
pelirrojo
prieto
Other
None

#
887
611
386
233
170
123
115
113
102
67
33
208
24
3072

%
28.87%
19.89%
12.57%
7.58%
5.53%
4.0%
3.74%
3.68%
3.32%
2.18%
1.07%
6.77%
0.78%
100%

This section explores how participants conceptualize the physical parameters of the
categories rubio, blanco, pelirrojo, colorao, jabao, trigueño, indio, mulato, moreno, negro,
and prieto. Because the number of images in this task is substantially larger than for the first
task, and many of the images have similar physical descriptions, I did not propose
hypothetical prototypes for each category for Experiment 2, but rather I sought to explore
the range of physical profiles that participants associated with each term.
a. rubio
Forms of rubio represent 3.74 percent of overall responses, and rubio is overrepresented
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in the responses for MALE_10 (45.31%), FEMALE_1 (40.63%), and MALE_1 (25.0%).
Additional images that participants identify as rubio with increased frequency include
FEMALE_6 (9.38%), FEMALE_9 (7.81%), FEMALE_12 (7.81%), MALE_11 (6.25%),
and FEMALE_22 (6.25%).

Figure 53: Images Described as Rubio (Survey 2)

b. blanco
Forms of blanco represent 19.89 percent of overall responses, and blanco is
overrepresented in the responses for FEMALE_12 (57.81%), MALE_2 (56.25%),
MALE_14 (56.25%), FEMALE_22 (54.69%), FEMALE_13 (51.56%), and FEMALE_19
(51.56%). Additional images that participants identify as blanco with increased frequency
include MALE_17 (42.19%), FEMALE_2 (39.06%), MALE_1 (39.06%), FEMALE_9
(39.06%), MALE_19 (37.5%), MALE_22 (35.94%), FEMALE_6 (32.81%), and
FEMALE_18 (32.81%). Images that participants identify as blanco with higher than
expected frequency include MALE_11 (29.69%), MALE_10 (28.13%), MALE_4 (26.56%),
and FEMALE_16 (26.56%).
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Figure 54: Images Described as Blanco (Survey 2)

c. pelirrojo
Forms of pelirrojo represent 2.18 percent of overall responses, and pelirrojo is
overrepresented in the responses for FEMALE_3 (28.13%). Images that participants identify
at slightly above the expected frequency include FEMALE_21 (6.25%), FEMALE_12
(4.69%), FEMALE_16 (4.69%), MALE_11 (4.69%), and MALE_17 (4.69%).

Figure 55: Images Described as Pelirrojo (Survey 2)
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d. colorao
Forms of colorao represent 3.68 percent of overall responses, and colorao is
overrepresented in the responses for MALE_3 (20.31%), MALE_11 (18.75%), and
FEMALE_4 (17.19%). Participants additionally describe the following images as colorao
with increased frequency: FEMALE_21 (14.06%), MALE_1 (12.5%), and MALE_14
(12.5%). Participants also describe the following five images as colorao with higher than
expected frequency: FEMALE_16 (7.81%), FEMALE_9 (6.25%), FEMALE_18 (6.25%),
FEMALE_25 (6.25%), and MALE_17 (6.25%).

Figure 56: Images Described as Colorao (Survey 2)

e. jabao
Forms of jabao represent 5.53 percent of overall responses, and jabao is overrepresented
in the responses for FEMALE_9 (23.44%), FEMALE_13 (18.75%), MALE_12 (17.19%),
and FEMALE_11 (15.63%). Participants additionally identify the following images as jabao
with increased frequency: FEMALE_3 (12.5%), FEMALE_19 (12.5%), FEMALE_6
(10.94%), FEMALE_16 (10.94%), and MALE_17 (10.94%). Participants also identify the
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following images as jabao with higher than expected frequency: FEMALE_1 (9.38%),
MALE_6 (9.38%), MALE_3 (7.81%), MALE_9 (7.81%), MALE_10 (7.81%),
FEMALE_22 (7.81%), and FEMALE_25 (7.81%).

Figure 57: Images Described as Jabao (Survey 2)

f. trigueño
Forms of trigueño represent 3.32 percent of overall responses, and trigueño is
overrepresented in the responses for FEMALE_11 (9.38%), FEMALE_23 (9.38%),
MALE_6 (7.81%), FEMALE_24 (7.81%), and MALE_22 (7.81%). Participants additionally
identify the following images as trigueño with higher than expected frequency: FEMALE_5
(6.25%), FEMALE_20 (6.25%), and MALE_20 (6.25%).
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Figure 58: Images Described as Trigueño (Survey 2)

g. indio
Forms of indio represent 28.74 percent of overall responses, and indio is overrepresented
in the responses for FEMALE_20 (56.25%), MALE_5 (54.69%), MALE_9 (53.13%), and
FEMALE_25 (53.13%). Participants additionally identify the following images as indio
with higher than expected frequency: MALE_18 (48.44%), FEMALE_5 (45.31%),
FEMALE_24 (45.31%), FEMALE_10 (42.19%), FEMALE_23 (42.19%), MALE_19
(42.19%), and MALE_6 (40.63%). Participants also identify the following images as indio
with higher than expected frequency: FEMALE_7 (39.06%), MALE_4 (39.06%),
MALE_16 (35.94%), FEMALE_21 (35.94%), MALE_21 (35.94%), FEMALE_17
(34.38%), and MALE_20 (34.38%).
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Figure 59: Images Described as Indio (Survey 2)

h. mulato
Forms of mulato represent 7.58 percent of overall responses, and mulato is
overrepresented in the responses for FEMALE_23 (20.31%), MALE_15 (17.19%),
FEMALE_14 (15.63%), FEMALE_17 (15.63%), and MALE_21 (15.63%). Participants
additionally identify the following images as mulato with higher than expected frequency:
FEMALE_3 (14.06%), FEMALE_8 (12.5%), MALE_7 (12.5%), FEMALE_11 (10.94%),
MALE_12 (10.94%), FEMALE_4 (9.38%), FEMALE_7 (9.38%), MALE_5 (9.38%), and
FEMALE_15 (9.38%).
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Figure 60: Images Described as Mulato (Survey 2)

i. moreno
Forms of moreno represent 12.57 percent of overall responses, and moreno is
overrepresented in the responses for FEMALE_15 (53.13%), MALE_13 (50.0%),
FEMALE_8 (46.88%), and MALE_7 (43.75%). Participants additionally identify the
following images as moreno with higher than expected frequency: FEMALE_10 (40.63%),
MALE_15 (35.94%), MALE_21 (35.94%), MALE_8 (35.94%), FEMALE_17 (35.94%),
MALE_20 (35.94%), and FEMALE_7 (29.69%).
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Figure 61: Images Described as Moreno (Survey 2)

j. negro
Forms of negro represent 4.00 percent of overall responses, and negro is
overrepresented in the responses for MALE_23 (51.56%) and MALE_8 (31.25%).
Participants additionally identify the following images as negro with higher than expected
frequency: FEMALE_15 (15.63%) and FEMALE_8 (10.94%).

Figure 62: Images Described as Negro (Survey 2)

k. prieto
Forms of prieto represent 1.07 percent of overall responses, and prieto is
overrepresented in the responses for MALE_23 (26.56%) and MALE_8 (14.06%).
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Figure 63: Images Described as Prieto (Survey 2)

l. Summary
This section has explored the range of images that participants in Santo Domingo and
Dajabón associate with the categories rubio, blanco, pelirrojo, colorao, jabao, trigueño,
indio, mulato, moreno, negro, and prieto. This additional physical representation of meaning
for each category moves beyond prototypes and demonstrates the family relationships
within each category. The images additionally help to communicate the meaning across
cultural lines. The pairing of terms and physical representations also reveals the ways in
which categories overlap. Based on descriptions given by participants, there is demonstrated
overlap across the following categories:
Table 91. Matiz Racial Category Overlap (Survey 2)
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
blanco
colorao
colorao
colorao
colorao
indio
indio

colorao
indio
jabao
trigueño
jabao
pelirrojo
colorao
colorao
colorao
jabao
mulato
indio
indio
jabao
moreno

rubio
rubio
jabao
jabao
pelirrojo

pelirrojo
rubio
rubio

jabao
pelirrojo
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indio
indio
indio
indio
indio
indio
pelirrojo
jabao
jabao
jabao
mulato
moreno
moreno
negro

mulato
trigueño
jabao
moreno
moreno
mulato
jabao
mulato
rubio
mulato
moreno
mulato
negro
prieto

trigueño
mulato
trigueño
trigueño
mulato
trigueño
negro
prieto

This overlap data by image appears in Table 92.
Table 92. Matiz Racial Category Overlap (Survey 2)
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D. Matiz Racial and Social Perceptions
In addition to the physical information encoded in racial terms in the Dominican
Republic, this study investigates the social perceptions that accompany each term. Zahn and
Hopper (1985) describe three broad categories for evaluating social attitudes: superiority,
attractiveness, and dynamism. Within each of the three categories, factors index
characteristics such as intelligence, physical attractiveness, aggressiveness, and sureness of
self. To explore how these perceptions might relate to physical appearance, I developed a
photo description task that instructed participants to describe the social characteristics and
physical appearance of individuals in 16 images.
For the survey instrument, I selected 13 factors that index superiority, attractiveness,
dynamism and one additional characteristic: (Superiority) intelligence, education, wealth;
(Attractiveness) physical attractiveness, goodness, kindness, honesty; (Dynamism)
talkativeness, aggressiveness, sureness of self, work ethic, sense of humor; (Other) strength.
Each factor consists of two poles, and, in consultation with a local informant, I translated the
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factors and their poles to Spanish.
Table 93. Factors Evaluated in the Social Characteristics Task
Superiority
Attractiveness

Dynamism

Other

Factor
Intelligence
Education
Wealth
Physical Attractiveness
Goodness
Kindness
Honesty
Talkativeness
Aggressiveness
Sureness of Self
Work Ethic
Sense of Humor
Strength

Poles
Inteligente
Educado
Rico
Atractivo
Bueno
Amable
Honesto
Hablador
Pasivo
Seguro
Trabajador
Divertido
Fuerte

Bruto
Ignorante
Pobre
Feo
Malo
No amable
Deshonesto
Callado
Agresivo
Inseguro
Vago
Aburrido
Débil

For each image, participants evaluated the 13 social characteristics on a five-point
semantic differential scale (Friborg, et al. 2006). That is, with the two poles of each factor
set as extremes, participants evaluated social perceptions along a continuum.

Figure 64: Semantic Differential Scale for Social Characteristics Chart

The five dots that appear between the factor poles represent the range of possible
evaluations for a given factor. As an example, consider the factor ‘Education’ and its poles
educado and ignorante. Beginning on the left, the first dot represents muy educado (‘very
educated’); the second represents más educado que ignorante (‘more educated than
ignorant’); the third ni educado ni ignorante (‘neither educated nor ignorant’); the fourth
más ignorante que educado (‘more ignorant than educated’), and the fifth muy ignorante
(‘very ignorant’). The instructions for the task and the meaning for each dot appear on the
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first page of the survey instrument.
The following sections explore how the social perceptions data interact with the terms:
rubio, blanco, pelirrojo, colorao, jabao, trigueño, indio, mulato, moreno, negro, and prieto.
1. Overall
A heat map diagram helps to illustrate the relationship among racial terms and social
characteristics, overall (Figure 65 below). The dendrogram on the left side of the image
clusters racial terms based on the similarity of the behavior of their rated social
characteristics. At the first level, the diagram shows relationships between negro and
mulato, between jabao and colorao, and between prieto and rubio. For negro and mulato,
this similarity is most readily noted in higher than average evaluations of work ethic, in
lower than average evaluations of wealth, and in average evaluations of aggressiveness. For
jabao and colorao, similarity is noted in higher than average evaluations of sense of humor,
lower than average evaluations of wealth, average evaluations of strength, higher than
average evaluations of honesty, average evaluations of talkativeness, and lower than average
evaluations of goodness. Although prieto and rubio seem like an unlikely pairing, the
ratings for the two categories show similarity for sense of humor, work ethic, wealth,
attractiveness, intelligence, and sureness of self. At the second level, negro and mulato are
paired with jabao and colorao; and moreno is paired with blanco. At the third level, moreno
and blanco are joined to indio; and pelirrojo joins negro, mulato, jabao and colorao. At the
fourth level, prieto and rubio join indio, blanco, and moreno. At the fifth level, negro,
mulato, colorao, jabao, and pelirrojo join prieto, rubio, indio, blanco, and moreno.
Trigueño is the last term to join the others, and this is indicative of the unique behavior of
ratings for this category.
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Figure 65: Heat Map Diagram - Racial Terms and Social Characteristics

The dendrogram at the top of the image clusters social characteristics based on the
similarity of the behavior of their ratings. This clustering shows relationships between the
ratings for aggressiveness and honesty, kindness and talkativeness, attractiveness and
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intelligence, sureness of self and goodness, wealth and strength, and sense of humor and
work ethic.
The following sections discuss participant evaluations of the broad categories of
superiority, attractiveness, and dynamism and how they relate to the study’s focal racial
terms.
2. Superiority
To evaluate participant perceptions of superiority, this section analyzes data from three
factors: intelligence, education, and wealth.
a. Intelligence
Overall, participant evaluations of intelligence skew toward inteligente. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy
inteligente (26.4%), más inteligente que bruto (29.52%), ni inteligente ni bruto (26.52%),
más bruto que inteligente (9.34%), and muy bruto (5.13%).

Figure 66: Distribution of Factor INTELIGENTE-BRUTO

When the response data are divided by racial term, several patterns emerge. While all
categories are more likely to be rated as intelligent than as brutish, responses vary from the
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expected frequency under several circumstances. For example, although the response ‘muy
inteligente’ represents 26.4 percent of responses overall, the frequency of this description is
higher than expected for the categories blanco (31.1%) and colorao (31.2%). Likewise, más
inteligente que bruto comprises 29.52 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories of trigueño (34.3%), indio (33.2%), and moreno (33.1%).
For the neutral category ni inteligente ni bruto, nearly all categories share higher than
expected frequencies, with the exception of blanco, indio, moreno, and pelirrojo. The
category más bruto que inteligente corresponds to 9.34 percent of overall responses, and this
description is substantially overrepresented for the category prieto (18.4%) and less
dramatically so for the categories pelirrojo (11.5%), negro (11.4%), jabao (11.0%), and
mulato (10.5%). The category muy bruto corresponds to 5.13 percent of overall responses,
and the description is overrepresented most substantially for the category negro (8.1%) and
also for the categories mulato (6.9%), rubio (6.3%), and blanco (6.2%).
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Table 94. Cross-Tabulation: Intelligence, Matiz Racial

b. Education
Overall, participant evaluations of education skew toward educado. It is important to
note here that participants do not conceptualize the educado-ignorante distinction as one of
formal education but rather as a description of manners and politeness. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy
educado (28.32%), más educado que ignorante (29.99%), ni educado ni ignorante
(21.44%), más ignorante que educado (10.7%), and muy ignorante (6.34%).
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Figure 67: Distribution of Factor EDUCADO-IGNORANTE

While all categories are more likely to be described as educated than as ignorant,
patterns emerge when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although
the description muy educado corresponds to 28.32 percent of overall responses, the
frequency of this description is higher than expected for the categories colorao (33.8%),
blanco (32.5%), and indio (31.0%). Likewise, although the description más educado que
ignorante corresponds to 29.99 percent of overall responses, this description is
overrepresented for the categories trigueño (35.7%), moreno (33.9%), indio (33.2%), and
prieto (32.1%). As with inteligente-bruto, for the neutral category ni educado ni ignorante,
nearly all categories share higher than expected frequencies, with the exception of trigueño,
blanco and indio. The description más ignorante que educado corresponds to 10.70 percent
of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories jabao (14.1%)
and rubio (14.0%), and, to a lesser extent, for prieto (12.8%), pelirrojo (12.5%), and mulato
(12.1%). Finally, the description muy ignorante corresponds to 6.34 percent of overall
responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories blanco (7.9%), negro
(7.8%), pelirrojo (7.3%), and mulato (7.2%).
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Table 95. Cross-Tabulation: Education, Matiz Racial

c. Wealth
Overall, participant evaluations of wealth skew toward pobre. Across all categories,
participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy rico (8.17%), más
rico que pobre (12.36%), ni rico ni pobre (39.44%), más pobre que rico (21.28%), and muy
pobre (15.87%).
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Figure 68: Distribution of RICO-POBRE

While all categories are more likely to be described as poor than as rich, patterns emerge
when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description
muy rico corresponds to 8.17 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description
is higher than expected for the category blanco (13.5%), and to a lesser extent colorao
(9.7%), and rubio (8.9%). Likewise, although the description más rico que pobre
corresponds to 12.36 percent overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the
categories blanco (15.9%), trigueño (15.9%), and rubio (15.9%). As with inteligente-bruto
and educado-ignorante, for the neutral description ni rico ni pobre, nearly all categories
share higher than expected frequencies, with the exception of blanco, moreno, negro, and
prieto. The description más pobre que rico corresponds to 21.28 percent of overall
responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories prieto (28.4%) and
jabao (28.1%), and, to a lesser extent, for mulato (25.3%), negro (23.6%), moreno (22.9%),
and pelirrojo (22.9%). Finally, the description muy pobre corresponds to 15.87 percent of
overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories prieto (28.4%)
and negro (23.6%).
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Table 96. Cross-Tabulation: Wealth, Matiz Racial

For social characteristics relating to Superiority, overall participant responses skew
toward intelligence, education, and poverty. The same is true when results are examined for
individual racial terms. For a category like wealth, where all racial categories skew toward
poverty, this result is particularly interesting. It suggests that participants are not
automatically assuming, for example, that someone who is blanco will also be rico. For
many scholars of the region, this may seem counterintuitive, but this result speaks to the
utility of the present methodology. When contextual features such as clothing, vehicle, job,
manner of speaking, etc. are removed (i.e., by only showing an individual’s face),
participants evaluate images belonging to different racial categories in similar ways.
Furthermore, although, overall results follow the same trends across racial categories,
relative frequency data within categories reveals that participants are in fact making subtle
distinctions among racial categories. For example, for the factor ‘Intelligence,’ images
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described as colorao and trigueño are overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Intelligent’
and ‘More Intelligent than Brutish,’ respectively. Meanwhile, images described as prieto are
overrepresented in the category ‘More Brutish than Intelligent,’ and images described as
negro are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Brutish.’ For the factor ‘Education,’ images
described as colorao and trigueño are again overrepresented for the categories ‘Very
Educated’ and ‘More Educated than Ignorant.’ For this factor, however, images described as
blanco are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Ignorant,’ and images described as jabao
are overrepresented in the category ‘More Ignorant than Educated.’ Finally, for the factor
‘Wealth,’ images described as blanco are overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Rich’ and
‘More Rich than Poor,’ and images described as prieto are overrepresented in the categories
‘Very Poor’ and ‘More Poor than Rich.’ This result tracks expectations for the interaction of
racial categories with the factor of wealth.
Table 97. Terms With Highest Weighted Frequency by Factor (Superiority)
Muy Inteligente

Más Inteligente

Ni Inteligente Ni Bruto

Más Bruto

Muy Bruto

colorao

trigueño

prieto

prieto

negro

Muy Educado

Más Educado

Ni Educado Ni Ignorante

Más Ignorante

Muy Ignorante

colorao

trigueño

prieto

jabao

blanco

Muy Rico

Más Rico

Ni Rico Ni Pobre

Más Pobre

Muy Pobre

blanco

blanco

jabao

prieto

prieto

While participants do not specifically comment on their reasons for assigning a
particular rating and a particular racial term to each image, the survey results reiterate some
points reported during the interviews. First, interview participants comment on the use of
blanco as a marker of socioeconomic status as well as the underlying presumption that
someone who is blanco will have financial resources. This result is born out in the Social
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Characteristics data. Although, overall, images described as blanco are more likely to be
described as poor than as rich in these data, these images are also described as rico more
frequently than other images. Second, interview participants describe the relationship
between use of the term prieto and perceptions of brutishness. Interview responses do not,
however, shed light on the distribution of educado-ignorante results: i.e., on why blanco is
overrepresented in the category of ‘Very Ignorant’, and colorao in the category of ‘Very
Educated.’ Additional interview data on the connection between racial terms and social
perceptions would be instructive on this point.
3. Attractiveness
To evaluate participant perceptions of attractiveness, this section analyzes data from four
factors: physical attractiveness, goodness, kindness, and honesty.
a. Physical Attractiveness
Overall, participant evaluations of physical attractiveness are nearly evenly divided
between atractivo (36.17%) and feo (34.46%). Across all categories, participants describe
images according to the following frequencies: muy atractivo (15.52%), más atractivo que
feo (20.65%), ni atractivo ni feo (26.31%), más feo que atractivo (16.39%), and muy feo
(18.07%).
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Figure 69: Distribution of ATRACTIVO-FEO

While all categories are nearly as likely to be described as attractive or unattractive,
distinct patterns emerge when the response data are divided by racial term. For example,
although the description muy atractivo corresponds to 15.52 percent of overall responses,
the frequency of this description is higher than expected for the categories blanco (20.9%),
rubio (19.2%), and indio (19.1%). Likewise, although the description más atractivo que feo
corresponds to 20.65 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the
categories trigueño (25.9%), rubio (23.3%), colorao (23.4%), and, to a lesser extent, indio
(22.9%) and moreno (22.2%). For the category ni atractivo ni feo, the categories pelirrojo,
trigueño, moreno, jabao, and negro are overrepresented, and the categories indio, mulato,
rubio, blanco, prieto, and colorao are underrepresented. The description más feo que
atractivo corresponds to 16.39 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories prieto (24.8%) and jabao (24.1%), and, to a lesser extent,
for mulato (18.5%) and moreno (18.1%). Finally, the description muy feo corresponds to
18.07 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories
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prieto (42.2%) and negro (32.8%) and, to a lesser extent, colorao (22.1%), pelirrojo
(20.8%), and mulato (20.7%).
Table 98. Cross-Tabulation: Attractiveness, Matiz Racial

b. Goodness
Overall, participant evaluations of goodness skew toward bueno. Across all categories,
participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy bueno (23.1%),
más bueno que malo (29.12%), ni bueno ni malo (29.07%), más malo que bueno (10.07%),
and muy malo (6.02%).
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Figure 70: Distribution of BUENO-MALO

While all categories are more likely to be described as good, patterns emerge when the
response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description muy bueno
corresponds to 23.10 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description is higher
than expected for the categories indio (27.0%), blanco (25.6%), moreno (25.5%), and
colorao (24.7%). Likewise, although the description más bueno que malo corresponds to
29.12 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories
trigueño (37.2%), and, to a lesser extent, indio (31.4%), negro (31.4%), and mulato
(31.1%). For the description ni bueno ni malo, nearly all categories share higher than
expected frequencies, with the exception of moreno, blanco, and indio. The description más
malo que bueno corresponds to 10.07 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories rubio (14.8%) and colorao (12.9%), and, to a lesser
extent, for mulato (11.9%), jabao (11.7%), blanco (11.1%), and prieto (11.0%). Finally, the
description muy malo corresponds to 6.02 percent of overall responses, and this description
is overrepresented for the categories blanco (7.5%) and rubio (7.4%).
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Table 99. Cross-Tabulation: Goodness, Matiz Racial

c. Kindness
Overall, participant evaluations of kindness skew toward amable. Across all categories,
participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy amable (27.72%),
más amable que no amable (30.69%), ni amable ni no amable (20.27%), más no amable
que amable (10.65%), and muy pobre (7.79%).
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Figure 71: Distribution of AMABLE-NO AMABLE

While all categories are more likely to be described as kind, patterns emerge when the
response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description muy amable
corresponds to 27.72 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description is higher
than expected for the categories moreno (29.9%), blanco (29.9%), negro (29.9%), indio
(29.3%), and colorao (28.6%). Likewise, although the description más amable que no
amable corresponds to 30.69 percent of overall responses, this description is
overrepresented for the categories moreno (35.8%), trigueño (34.7%), indio (33.4%), and
pelirrojo (32.3%). For the description ni amable ni no amable, nearly all categories share
higher than expected frequencies, with the exception of blanco, indio, moreno, and negro.
The description más no amable que amable corresponds to 10.65 percent of overall
responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories mulato (14.6%), colorao
(14.3%), rubio (14.0%), and jabao (13.7%). Finally, the description muy no amable
corresponds to 7.79 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for
the categories blanco (11.1%), pelirrojo (10.4%), negro (9.2%), and mulato (8.5%).
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Table 100. Cross-Tabulation: Kindness, Matiz Racial

d. Honesty
Overall, participant evaluations of honesty skew toward honesto. Across all categories,
participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy honesto (23.55%),
más honesto que deshonesto (28.35%), ni honesto ni deshonesto (28.39%), más deshonesto
que honesto (10.02%), and muy deshonesto (6.91%).
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Figure 72: Distribution of HONESTO-DESHONESTO

While all categories are more likely to be described as honest, patterns emerge when the
response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description muy honesto
corresponds to 23.55 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description is higher
than expected for the categories blanco (27.5%), indio (26.4%), and colorao (24.7%).
Likewise, although the description más honesto que deshonesto corresponds to 28.35
percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories indio
(31.4%), moreno (30.7%), and prieto (30.3%). For the description ni honesto ni deshonesto,
nearly all categories share higher than expected frequencies, with the exception of blanco,
indio, and moreno. The description más deshonesto que honesto corresponds to 10.02
percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories negro
(12.2%), rubio (11.8%), and prieto (11.0%). Finally, the description muy deshonesto
corresponds to 6.91 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for
the categories blanco (9.4%), negro (8.5%), and rubio (8.5%).
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Table 101. Cross-Tabulation: Honesty, Matiz Racial

For social characteristics relating to Attractiveness, overall participant responses are
nearly equally attractive or unattractive and skew toward goodness, kindness, and honesty.
The same is true when results are examined for individual racial terms, except for the factor
‘Physical Attractiveness,’ where the results for images described as prieto skew
unattractive. As with the characteristics relating to superiority, although overall results
follow the same trends across racial categories, relative frequency data within categories
reveals that participants are making subtle distinctions among racial categories. For
example, for the factor ‘Physical Attractiveness,’ images described as blanco and trigueño
are overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Attractive’ and ‘More Attractive than
Unattractive,’ respectively. Meanwhile, images described as prieto are overrepresented in
the categories ‘More Unattractive than Attractive’ and ‘Very Unattractive.’ This result
prompts the question of whether evaluations of attractiveness are linked to broad racial
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categories or to individual images. That is, if participants describe MALE_8 as prieto, for
example, does the evaluation of attractiveness follow MALE_8 as an individual, or does the
evaluation follow the category of prieto? Table 102 contains data that may shed light on this
question.
Table 102 contains attractiveness data for two images: MALE_7 and MALE_8. In this
table, the lower the number, the closer the rating is to attractiveness; and the higher the
number, the closer the rating is to unattractiveness. For each of the two images, the average
attractiveness rating is broken down by racial term, and this initial exploration suggests that
evaluations of attractiveness are influenced by individual images as well as by broad racial
categories. For example, when the racial term used to describe the images is held constant,
participants consistently evaluate MALE_7 as more attractive than MALE_8. This is the
evidence that suggests that attractiveness ratings are tied to individual images. There are,
however, additional indications of a relationship between attractiveness and broader racial
categories. For example, when MALE_7 is described as moreno, he is evaluated as more
attractive than when he is described as negro or prieto. The same is true for MALE_8.
These data do not indicate the directionality of this relationship (i.e., whether images are
described as moreno because they are seen as more attractive, or whether images are seen as
more attractive because they are described as moreno), but further research might explore
this question.
Table 102. Attractiveness Data (MALE_7, MALE_8)
Atractivo-Feo (MALE_7)

Atractivo-Feo (MALE_8)

moreno (148)
negro (44)
prieto (15)

moreno (64)
negro (114)
prieto (67)

3.08
3.19
3.93

3.81
4.05
4.26

For the factor ‘Goodness,’ images described as indio and trigueño are overrepresented
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for the categories ‘Very Good’ and ‘More Good than Bad.’ For this factor, however, images
described as blanco are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Bad,’ and images described
as rubio are overrepresented in the category ‘More Bad than Good.’ For the factor
‘Kindness,’ images described as moreno are overrepresented for the categories ‘Very Kind’
and ‘More Kind than Unkind.’ For this factor, images described as blanco are
overrepresented in the category ‘Very Unkind,’ and images described as mulato are
overrepresented in the category ‘More Unkind than Kind.’ Finally, for the factor ‘Honesty,’
images described as blanco and indio are overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Honest’
and ‘More Honest than Dishonest,’ respectively. Images described as negro are
overrepresented in the category ‘More Dishonest than Honest,’ and, interestingly, images
described as blanco are also overrepresented in the category ‘Very Dishonest.’
Table 103. Terms with Highest Weighted Frequency by Factor (Attractiveness)
Muy Atractivo

Más Atractivo

Ni Atractivo
Ni Feo

Más Feo

Muy Feo

blanco

trigueño

pelirrojo

prieto

prieto

Muy Bueno

Más Bueno

Ni Bueno Ni
Malo

Más Malo

Muy Malo

indio

trigueño

pelirrojo

rubio

blanco

Muy Amable

Más Amable

Ni Amable Ni
No Amable

Más No
Amable

Muy No
Amable

moreno

moreno

pelirrojo

mulato

blanco

Muy Honesto

Más Honesto

Ni Honesto Ni
Deshonesto

Más
Deshonesto

Muy
Deshonesto

blanco

indio

jabao

negro

blanco

Participants do not specifically comment on their reasons for assigning a particular
rating and a particular racial term to each image, and the present analysis does not speculate.
Additional interview research might specifically explore why participants are evaluating
images described as indio and trigueño as good at higher than expected frequencies and
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images decribed as rubio and blanco as bad; why morenos are evaluated as kinder and
mulatos and blancos as less kind; and why blancos are seen as honest and dishonest at the
same time. As discussed above, some of these evaluations may relate to characteristics of
the individual images examined, but part of the difference may also relate to social
perceptions attached to a particular racial category. Although this rationale is not
specifically explored here, future analyses may undertake this question.
4. Dynamism
To evaluate participant perceptions of dynamism, this section analyzes data from five
factors: talkativeness, aggressiveness, sureness of self, work ethic, and sense of humor.
a. Talkativeness
Overall, participant evaluations of talkativeness are nearly evenly divided between
hablador (37.38%) and callado (36.92%). Across all categories, participants describe
images according to the following frequencies: muy hablador (17.11%), más hablador que
callado (20.27%), ni hablador ni callado (23.15%), más callado que hablador (20.67%),
and muy callado (16.25%).
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Figure 73: Distribution of HABLADOR-CALLADO

While all categories are nearly as likely to be described as talkative or quiet, distinct
patterns emerge when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although
the description muy hablador corresponds to 17.11 percent of overall responses, the
frequency of this description is higher than expected for the categories negro (23.3%),
prieto (22.0%), and, to a lesser extent, colorao (19.5%), blanco (18.6%), and moreno
(18.29%). Likewise, although the description más hablador que callado corresponds to
20.27 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories
prieto (24.8%), colorao (22.1%), indio (22.0%), and jabao (21.4%). For the description ni
hablador ni callado, the categories pelirrojo, mulato, jabao, trigueño, rubio and moreno are
overrepresented, and the categories indio, colorao, negro, blanco, and prieto are
underrepresented. The description más callado que hablador corresponds to 20.67 percent
of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories negro
(23.9%), indio (22.5%), and trigueño (21.7%). Finally, the description muy callado
corresponds to 16.25 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for
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the categories pelirrojo (21.9%), blanco (18.8%), indio (18.4%), and trigueño (17.3%).
Table 104. Cross-Tabulation: Talkativeness, Matiz Racial

b. Aggressiveness
Overall, participant evaluations of aggressiveness skew toward pasivo. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy pasivo
(25.82%), más pasivo que agresivo (27.97%), ni pasivo ni agresivo (23.13%), más agresivo
que pasivo (12.48%), and muy agresivo (7.61%).
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Figure 74: Distribution of PASIVO-AGRESIVO

While all categories are more likely to be described as passive, patterns emerge when the
response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description muy pasivo
corresponds to 25.82 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description is higher
than expected for the categories blanco (30.9%), colorao (29.2%), indio (26.7%), and
trigueño (26.4%). Likewise, although the description más pasivo que agresivo corresponds
to 27.97 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories
indio (31.9%), moreno (30.9%), and trigueño (30.7%). For the description ni pasivo ni
agresivo, the categories jabao, moreno, mulato, negro, prieto and rubio are overrepresented,
and the categories blanco, colorao, indio, pelirrojo, and trigueño are underrepresented. The
description más agresivo que pasivo corresponds to 12.48 percent of overall responses, and
this description is overrepresented for the categories pelirrojo (20.8%), colorao (16.2%),
prieto (15.7%), jabao (14.4%), and rubio (14.0%). Finally, the description muy agresivo
corresponds to 7.61 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for
the categories mulato (9.6%), blanco (9.5%), pelirrojo (9.4%), and rubio (8.5%).
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Table 105. Cross-Tabulation: Aggressiveness, Matiz Racial

c. Sureness of Self
Overall, participant evaluations of sureness of self skew toward seguro. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy seguro
(23.53%), más seguro que inseguro (26.52%), ni seguro ni inseguro (22.85%), más
inseguro que seguro (13.67%), and muy inseguro (10.28%).
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Figure 75: Distribution of SEGURO-INSEGURO

While all categories are more likely to be described as sure of self, patterns emerge
when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description
muy seguro corresponds to 23.53 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this
description is higher than expected for the categories indio (26.1%), blanco (25.8%), and
colorao (25.3%). Likewise, although the description más seguro que inseguro corresponds
to 26.52 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories
trigueño (32.1%), negro (31.0%), prieto (30.3%), moreno (30.1%), and indio (28.9%). For
the description ni seguro ni inseguro, the categories mulato (27.8%), jabao (27.4%),
colorao (26.6%), and prieto (25.7%) are overrepresented. The description más inseguro que
seguro corresponds to 13.67 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories pelirrojo (20.8%), rubio (18.1%), jabao (17.1%), and
mulato (16.5%). Finally, the description muy inseguro corresponds to 10.28 percent of
overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories blanco (13.5%),
pelirrojo (12.5%), and mulato (12.4%).
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Table 106. Cross-Tabulation: Sureness of Self, Matiz Racial

d. Work Ethic
Overall, participant evaluations of work ethic skew toward trabajador. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy
trabajador (27.39%), más trabajador que vago (28.86%), ni trabajador ni vago (23.2%),
más vago que trabajador (10.14%), and muy vago (7.79%).
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Figure 76: Distribution of TRABAJADOR-VAGO

While all categories are more likely to be described as hardworking, patterns emerge
when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description
muy trabajador corresponds to 27.39 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this
description is higher than expected for the categories negro (34.3%), prieto (32.1%), indio
(29.9%), and moreno (29.4%). Likewise, although the description más trabajador que vago
corresponds to 28.86 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the
categories prieto (35.8%), indio (33.3%), and moreno (31.6%). For the description ni
trabajador ni vago, the categories colorao, jabao, mulato, pelirrojo, rubio, and trigueño are
overrepresented, and the categories blanco, indio, moreno, negro, and prieto are
underrepresented. The description más vago que trabajador corresponds to 10.14 percent of
overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for the categories rubio (14.4%),
prieto (13.8%), mulato (12.4%), and jabao (12.4%). Finally, the description muy vago
corresponds to 7.79 percent of overall responses, and this description is overrepresented for
the categories pelirrojo (11.5%), and blanco (10.1%).
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Table 107. Cross-Tabulation: Work Ethic, Matiz Racial

e. Sense of Humor
Overall, participant evaluations of sense of humor skew toward divertido. Across all
categories, participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy
divertido (21.82%), más divertido que aburrido (24.77%), ni divertido ni aburrido
(24.13%), más aburrido que divertido (14.61%), and muy aburrido (11.87%).
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Figure 77: Distribution of DIVERTIDO-ABURRIDO

While all categories are more likely to be described as funny/entertaining, patterns
emerge when the response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the
description muy divertido corresponds to 21.82 percent of overall responses, the frequency
of this description is higher than expected for the categories blanco (25.3%) and moreno
(25.3%). Likewise, although the description más divertido que aburrido corresponds to
24.77 percent of overall responses, this description is overrepresented for the categories
moreno (28.6%), colorao (28.6%), negro (26.6%), indio (26.5%), mulato (26.5%), and
trigueño (25.9%). For the description ni divertido ni aburrido, the categories indio, jabao,
negro, pelirrojo, prieto, and trigueño are overrepresented, and the categories blanco,
colorao, moreno, mulato, and rubio are underrepresented. The description más aburrido que
divertido corresponds to 14.61 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories prieto (21.1%) and pelirrojo (20.8%), and, to a lesser
extent, jabao (16.4%), mulato (16.3%), and colorao (16.2%). Finally, the description muy
aburrido corresponds to 11.87 percent of overall responses, and this description is
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overrepresented for the categories pelirrojo (15.6%) and prieto (15.6%), mulato (13.8%),
trigueño (13.7%), blanco (13.7%), and negro (12.9%).
Table 108. Cross-Tabulation: Sense of Humor, Matiz Racial

For social characteristics relating to Dynamism, overall participant responses are nearly
equally talkative or quiet and skew toward passive, sure of self, hardworking, and honest.
The same is true when results are examined for individual racial terms. As with the
characteristics relating to superiority and attractiveness, although overall results follow the
same trends across racial categories, relative frequency data within categories reveals that
participants are making some distinctions among racial categories. For example, for the
factor ‘Talkativeness,’ images described as negro and prieto are overrepresented in the
categories ‘Very Talkative’ and ‘More Talkative than Quiet,’ respectively. Meanwhile,
images described as pelirrojo are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Quiet,’ and images
described as negro are also described as ‘More Quiet than Talkative.’ For the factor
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‘Aggressiveness,’ images described as blanco and indio are overrepresented for the
categories ‘Very Passive’ and ‘More Passive than Aggressive.’ For this factor, images
described as mulato are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Aggressive,’ and images
described as pelirrojo are overrepresented in the category ‘More Aggressive than Passive.’
For the factor ‘Sureness of Self,’ images described as indio and trigueño are overrepresented
for the categories ‘Very Sure’ and ‘More Sure than Unsure.’ For this factor, images
described as blanco are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Unsure,’ and images
described as pelirrojo are overrepresented in the category ‘More Unsure than Sure.’ For the
factor ‘Work Ethic,’ images described as negro and prieto are overrepresented in the
categories ‘Very Hardworking’ and ‘More Hardworking than Lazy,’ respectively. Images
described as pelirrojo are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Lazy,’ and images
described as rubio are overrepresented in the category ‘More Lazy than Hardworking.’
Finally, for the factor ‘Sense of Humor,’ images described as blanco and indio are
overrepresented in the category ‘Very Funny,’ and images described as moreno are
overrepresented in the category ‘More Funny than Boring.’ Images described as pelirrojo
are overrepresented in the category ‘Very Boring,’ and images described as prieto are
overrepresented in the category ‘More Boring than Funny.’
Table 109. Terms with Highest Weighted Frequency by Factor (Dynamism)
Muy Hablador

Más Hablador

Ni Hablador
Ni Callado

Más Callado

Muy Callado

negro

prieto

pelirrojo

negro

pelirrojo

Muy Pasivo

Mas Pasivo

Ni Pasivo Ni
Agresivo

Mas Agresivo

Muy Agresivo

blanco

indio

jabao

pelirrojo

mulato

Muy Seguro

Más Seguro

Ni Seguro Ni
Inseguro

Más Inseguro

Muy Inseguro

indio

trigueño

mulato

pelirrojo

blanco
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Muy
Trabajador

Más
Trabajador

Ni Trabajador
Ni Vago

Más Vago

Muy Vago

negro

prieto

pelirrojo

rubio

pelirrojo

Muy Divertido

Más Divertido

Ni Divertido Ni
Aburrido

Más Aburrido

Muy Aburrido

blanco,
moreno

moreno

jabao

prieto

pelirrojo

Participants do not specifically comment on their reasons for assigning a particular
rating and a particular racial term to each image, and the present analysis does not speculate.
Moreover, interview participants do not expound on the connection between racial
categories and the social characteristics of Dynamism. Future analyses may examine what
specific types of visual cues influence an evaluation of talkativeness, aggressiveness,
sureness of self, work ethic, or sense of humor.
5. Other
To evaluate participant perceptions of other characteristics, this section analyzes data
from one factor: strength.
a. Strength
Overall, participant evaluations of strength skew toward fuerte. Across all categories,
participants describe images according to the following frequencies: muy fuerte (20.72%),
más fuerte que débil (26.36%), ni fuerte ni débil (25.16%), más débil que fuerte (15.22%),
and muy débil (10.0%).
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Figure 78: Distribution of FUERTE-DÉBIL

While all categories are more likely to be described as strong, patterns emerge when the
response data are divided by racial term. For example, although the description muy fuerte
corresponds to 20.72 percent of overall responses, the frequency of this description is higher
than expected for the categories negro (27.3%) and indio (22.3%). Likewise, although the
description más fuerte que débil corresponds to 26.36 percent of overall responses, this
description is overrepresented for the categories trigueño (31.4%), prieto (31.2%), indio
(28.3%), and moreno (28.0%). For the description ni fuerte ni débil, the categories colorao,
jabao, mulato, pelirrojo, prieto, and trigueño are overrepresented, and the categories
blanco, indio, moreno, negro, and rubio are underrepresented. The description más débil
que fuerte corresponds to 15.22 percent of overall responses, and this description is
overrepresented for the categories rubio (20.3%), pelirrojo (17.7%), and jabao (17.4%).
Finally, the description muy débil corresponds to 10.0% percent of overall responses, and
this description is overrepresented for the categories pelirrojo (15.6%), rubio (14.0%), and
blanco (13.2%).
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Table 110. Cross-Tabulation: Strength, Matiz Racial

For the factor ‘Strength’, overall participant responses skew strong. The same is true
when results are examined for individual racial terms. As with the characteristics relating to
superiority, attractiveness, and dynamism, although overall results follow the same trends
across racial categories, relative frequency data within categories reveals that participants
are making some distinctions among racial categories. For the factor ‘Strength,’ images
described as negro and trigueño are overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Strong’ and
‘More Strong than Weak,’ respectively. For this factor, images described as rubio are
overrepresented in the categories ‘Very Weak’ and ‘More Weak than Strong.’
Table 111. Terms with Highest Weighted Frequency by Factor (Other)
Muy Fuerte

Más Fuerte

Ni Fuerte Ni
Débil

Más Débil

Muy Débil

negro

trigueño

pelirrojo

rubio

rubio

Participants do not specifically comment on their reasons for assigning a particular
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strength rating and a particular racial term to each image, and the present analysis does not
speculate. These results also prompt the question of the directionality of the relationship
between social characteristics and racial terms. That is, whether participants are assigning
social characteristics based on the racial term they would use to describe the person in the
image, or whether participants are assigning a racial term to the image based on perceived
social characteristics. Moreover, the question arises whether social perceptions are linked to
specific individuals or to broad racial categories. An initial exploration suggests that
evaluations of social characteristics may be linked to both. Having discovered relationships
between certain racial terms and corresponding social characteristics, these results highlight
the need for additional research on the nature of these relationships.
E. Chapter Summary
To explore the contemporary physical and social parameters of raza and matiz racial
terms in the Dominican Republic, this chapter analyzed survey data from participants at
three research sites in four sections. The first section analyzed contemporary racial
categories and identified 10 underlying racial paradigms. That raza is being conceived in
this broad way highlights the importance that researchers must give to understanding the
racial paradigms that are at play in this racial setting. The second section analyzed
contemporary skin color categories and contrasted these self descriptions of skin color with
skin color descriptions from the cédula. The third section explored how participants
visualize the physical meaning for each matiz racial term, exploring factors internal to the
image, factors external to the image, and the range of possible images embedded in each
category. The fourth section analyzed how racial terms interact with social characteristics
such as superiority, attractiveness, and dynamism.
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These results demonstrate the incredible complexity of Dominican racial terms, marked
by race, color, and paradigm, containing physical information, and also social information.
With respect to physical information, these results suggest that Dominican racial categories
are not bounded in exactly the same way as categories in other societies. For example,
blanco is a broad category that encompasses many different types of physical appearances.
By contrast, negro is a narrow category that only describes a specific physical appearance.
Furthermore, with respect to social information, the results reveal that, as here, where all
else is held equal, participants evaluate social characteristics across racial categories
following the same general trends. When the weighted frequencies of these evaluations are
examined, however, some interesting distinctions occur, suggesting the need for additional
research on the nature of the relationship between social characteristics and racial
categories.
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